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 WHAT'S THE POINT?: MODAL FORMS AND ATTRIBUTES OF PALEOINDIAN

 BIFACES IN THE NEW ENGLAND-MARITIMES REGION

 James W. Bradley, Arthur E. Spiess, Richard A. Boisvert
 and Jeff Boudreau

 The purpose of this paper is to propose a set of definitions for the Paleoindian bifaces currently
 known within the New England- Mar itimes Region. This approach has grown from an impressionis-
 tic sense that projectile points changed in a patterned manner across the region over time, to a
 series of initial efforts to define key attributes and test their potential for seriation (Bradley 1998;
 Spiess et al. 1 998). While our most recent attempt has been tested against regional environmental
 and radiocarbon records with some success (Newby et al. 2005), the results also pointed out the
 need for a more rigorous set of definitions. The objective is not to present a final or complete set
 of definitions for Paleoindian bifaces. It is to provide a clearly defined set of working terms to
 facilitate comparisons and test hypotheses. If these categories are refined, or even re-defined, as
 a result of further investigation, then this exercise in terminology will have been worthwhile.

 BACKGROUND

 Since discovery of the Bull Brook site (Byers 1954) and publication of Ritchie's Traces of Early Man
 in the Northeast (1957), the issue of Paleoindians and the degree to which continuity versus change marked
 their cultures has been an ongoing discussion. In addition to site reports, much of this discussion has focused
 on the distinctive bifaces made by Paleoindians and what the differences in their forms signify. Several
 studies have hypothesized models for chronological change in these bifaces within specific geographical
 areas. These include the Northeast in general (Gramly and Funk 1990), the Great Lakes Region (Ellis and
 Deller 1997; Storck 2004; White 2006), and the New England-Maritimes Region in particular (Spiess et al.
 1998; Newby etal. 2005).

 The increase in our knowledge of Paleoindian sites and isolated finds over the past twenty-five years is
 nothing short of astonishing. In 1982, Lou Brennen, then editor of Archaeology of Eastern North America,
 conducted a state-by-state assessment of what was known about Paleoindians. For most of the New England
 states, the results were meager. Since then, CRM surveys, SHPO-sponsored surveys of existing collections
 and the watchful eyes of avocational archaeologists have added dozens of new sites and isolated finds to the
 regional record.

 Several observations emerge from our preliminary review of these data. Paleoindian sites, though rare,
 are more common than once thought. They occur in a range of sizes and in fairly specific environmental
 settings. They appear to represent occupations of limited duration and tend to have relatively homogeneous
 assemblages. Most Paleoindian sites seem to be single component. However, sites with similar material
 assemblages tend to occur in geographic clusters, suggesting that particular areas on the landscape were used
 repeatedly during certain periods.

 While these studies have refined and focused the discussion, they have also pointed up the need for more
 precise and clearly defined terminology. For example, the term "Clovis" continues to be used to describe the
 earliest, and occasionally all, fluted points in the Northeast. However, as our understanding of Paleoindian
 lithic technology has grown, it is clear that this term has been often used in a generic, even inappropriate,
 manner. Similar problems exist with terms such as "Cumberland," "Piano" and "Eden" points. This paper
 is an attempt to clarify this situation by proposing a set of specific definitions for the bifacial points used by
 Paleoindians in the New England-Maritimes Region between -13,000 and 10,000 cal. yr. B.P. (Table 1 and
 Figure 1).

 Archaeology of Eastern North America (2008) 36:1 19-172
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 1 20 Archaeology of Eastern North America

 Figure 1. Outlines of Paleoindian bifacial points in the
 New England-Maritimes Region.

 The issues of biface morphology and no-
 menclature must be considered within the appro-
 priate spatial and environmental contexts. It is
 quite clear that some Paleoindian adaptations
 reflected the requirements of a specific setting.
 For example, Folsom points are considered a
 specialized tool for bison hunting on the Great
 Plains (Amick 1999). Our approach to establish-
 ing an appropriate context has been strongly
 influenced by the work of colleagues in the Great
 Lakes region, especially on sites in Michigan and
 southern Ontario. The work of Don Simons,
 Chris Ellis, Brian Deller, Peter Storck and others
 has provided us not only with a good model for
 organizing our data, but the most comparable set
 of Paleoindian sites and material culture.

 Spatially, this study focuses on the New
 England-Maritimes region. As we define it, this
 region is an expansion of the original boundaries
 proposed by Spiess and Wilson (1987: 129-34) to
 include the Hudson/Champlain corridor (Hud-
 son/Mohawk River and Lake Champlain drain-
 ages) as well as all the drainages to the East. The
 western boundary of the region is defined by a
 series of rugged uplands. From south to north,

 Table 1. Summary of modal point forms in the New
 England-Maritimes Region with Great Lakes equiva-
 lents.

 Chronology New England- Maritimes Region Great Lakes Region

 Early Paleoindian

 -12,900 to 12,400 cal yr BP

 (~ 1 1 ,000 to 1 0,400 BP)

 Bull Brook- West Athens Hill

 Middle Paleoindian

 -12,200 to 11,600 cal yrBP

 (-10,300 to 10,100 BP)

 Late Paleoindian

 -1 1,600 to 10,800 cal yr BP

 (-10,100 to 9,500 BP) I
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 Figure 2. The New England-Maritimes region, ca. 12.9 cal yr B.P.

 these include the Hudson Highlands, the Catskill Mountains, the eastern edge of the Appalachian plateau and
 the Adirondacks. To the north, east and south, the region was (and still is) bounded by water. Although the
 southern border of the region seems less clearly defined, we believe the terminal moraine provides an
 appropriate line of demarcation (Figure 2). With water on three sides, the New England-Maritimes Region
 was a cul-de-sac. Once in the region, there was nowhere further to go - one either stayed there or left by
 going west or south.
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 1 22 Archaeology of Eastern North America

 When we consider the rapid and often extreme environmental fluctuations that occurred between 1 3,000
 and 10,000 cal yr BP, it is not surprising that human tool kits also changed. In a recent assessment, Newby
 et al. (2005) provide a review of these changes in the New England-Maritimes region with a particular focus
 on the Younger Dryas chronozone ( 1 2,900 to 1 1 ,600 cal yr BP) and its effects on regional climate, vegetation
 and Paleoindian cultural patterns. A companion study (Newby and Bradley 2007) examines landscape
 formation processes between 13,400 and 13,100 cal yr BP, specifically changes in post-glacial drainage that
 created the resource-rich environment that may have drawn Paleoindians into the region. The presence of
 the Champlain Sea, with its rich and diverse array of marine resources (Cronin et al. 2008; Gadd 1988) was
 likley another factor that drew Paleoindians into the region and kept them there. As the environmental record
 for this period becomes clearer, we will be better able to test some of the hypotheses on tool form and
 function presented here.

 Objectives
 In proposing definitions for the Paleoindian bifaces from the region, we also provide a basis for

 addressing several questions: Do Clovis points occur in the New England-Maritimes region? If not, what are
 the earliest Paleoindian bifaces that do occur and how do they relate to the Early Paleoindian bifaces in
 adjacent regions such as the Great Lakes and Mid- Atlantic? Are there stylistic, technological and
 distributional patterns specific to the New England-Maritimes region? Which of these traits are the best
 indicators of cultural and chronological affiliation? What additional research needs to be done to move this
 discussion forward?

 Assumptions and Caveats
 Any attempt to define categories involves making assumptions. We have tried to spell out several of

 these below.

 Measurements

 Measuring objects from a pre-industrial culture with contemporary high precision tools can produce
 deceptive results. In many cases, our ability to measure exceeds the probable margin of error. As a result,
 we have tried to balance the need for consistent measurement and rigor with common sense. While we have
 included measurements less than 1 mm in the data tables, summary measurements have been rounded off to
 the nearest millimeter or degree.

 Lithic Materials

 Although Paleoindian bifaces were frequently made from high-grade cryptocrystalline silicates, other
 materials were often used as well. In the New England-Maritimes region, these include highly variable grades
 of volcanic and metamorphic rock. Since these lithic materials flake differently than chert, the metrics and
 other attributes within a particular category may vary with the material.

 Sample Size
 Clearly, sample size is a problem. Few sites have assemblages that contain six points or more, and often

 those include late stage preforms as well as broken or reworked specimens. As a result, we have tried to build
 testable samples in two ways. The first is to base our categories on the assemblages from more than one site.
 We discuss this further under Methods below. Second is to include selected isolated finds that fit our criteria

 for each category. Taken together, we believe this provides an adequate basis for testing. However, large,
 statistically robust samples still seem a long way off.

 Function and Size

 While these bifaces are generally called "projectile points", they were probably used in many ways -
 as dart points thrown with an atlatl and/or possibly mounted on a detachable fore shaft, as lances on a
 thrusting spear, or as hafted knives for butchering. It also seems clear that a size range, large to small, existed
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 within each of these modal categories. While this makes sense in terms of use - not all hammers are the same
 size - it does complicate issues of measurement.

 Re-sharpening and Reuse
 The well-known tendency for Paleoindians to rework broken points is another complicating factor.

 Many points display one or even a series of re-sharpenings. In addition, broken points were often re-worked
 before they were discarded. Reworking usually meant re-tipping a still usable base or occasionally re-basing
 a serviceable tip (Ellis 2004:209, 236-39; Morrow 1996:233-37). Since re-worked points clearly add bias
 to metric summaries, we prefer not to include them. However, given the reality of known site assemblages,
 we have included some re-worked specimens and occasionally even late stage preforms.

 Regional Coverage
 The New England-Maritimes Region, stretching more than 700 miles (1,150 km) from the Hudson

 Valley to Nova Scotia, is a large area and one that is difficult to cover comprehensively. As a result, while
 we use data across the region, we focus on the central and northern portion - Maine, New Hampshire and
 eastern Massachusetts - where we feel the coverage is strongest.

 Dating
 There is an additional reason to emphasize the Maine, New Hampshire and eastern Massachusetts

 portion of the region. This area has produced ten Paleoindian sites with radiocarbon dates - six from Maine
 (Vail, Hedden, Michaud, Cormier, Esker, Varney), three from New Hampshire (Whipple, Colebrook and
 Weirs) and one from Massachusetts (Neponset). These sites, plus a few additional dated sites from elsewhere
 in the region, provide a chronological framework for examining how these bifaces changed between 13,000
 and 10,000 years ago (cal yr BP). Note, while C-14 dates related to specific sites are listed in radiocarbon
 years (BP), discussion of those dates is in calibrated, or calendar, years (cal yr BP).

 METHODS

 This paper proposes definitions for eight Paleoindian projectile point forms. We do not put these
 forward as formal "types" (contra Ritchie 1961) but rather as modal, or common, forms recognizable across
 the region. Our descriptions are based on specific attributes and measurements recorded from one or more
 sites that we feel best represent the characteristics of that style. The names for each style are derived from
 those sites. In many cases, we have chosen to use two sites in naming a category, for example, Kings Road-
 Whipple points or Ste. Anne- Varney points. In part, this is a way around the problem of sample size.
 However, it is also a way to acknowledge the geographical extent over which a particular style has been
 documented. In addition to the points for specific sites, we have also included selected isolated finds when
 we feel they are good exemplars of a particular style.

 In building these categories, we have found that distinct variability can, and often does, occur within
 them. For example, the Vail-Debert category is based on the assemblages from both sites. This is not to say
 that the points from these two sites are identical. They are not, but they are more similar than dissimilar. The
 same holds true with the Nicholas-Cormier category. Lumping versus splitting is always a risky business.
 Our intent is to indicate significant variability within each category as well as its modal traits.

 Four sets of attributes have proved most useful in defining these categories. These are: overall
 dimensions (length, medial width, basal width and thickness), the degree of divergence or convergence of the
 sides (face angle), basal treatment (presence or absence of ears, basal depth and shape), and fluting. Figure
 3 illustrates how several of these measurements have been made. Summary data are presented for each
 category as well as in more detailed data tables.
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 Figure 3. Fluted point measurements,
 a: length; b: medial width, c: basal width;
 d: basal depth; e: face angle.

 In general we have followed the methodologies for
 defining attributes and taking measurements developed by
 others who have wrestled with this issue, specifically Ellis
 (2004), Ellis and Deller (2000) and Morrow (1996). In a few
 instances, we have found that additional definition is required
 for specific traits. The extent of basal ears is one example. In
 this study, the extent of basal ears is measured perpendicularly
 from the face angle line and is classified as follows: None,
 Slight (less than 1 mm), Distinct (1-2 mm), Prominent (greater
 than 2 mm). We also use the following definitions for the
 basal concavity: None, Shallow ( 1 -4 mm), Moderate (4-6 mm),
 Deep (6-8 mm), Very deep (more than 8 mm). It should be
 noted that basal depth is measured parallel to the point's long
 axis (contra Ellis 2004:213, figure 2). As a result, in cases
 where the base is asymmetrical, our measurement may be
 greater than other published estimates.

 One final note: to the extent possible, we have taken our
 own measurements on the actual specimens. However, in
 those cases where direct measurement has not been possible,
 we have had to rely on high quality casts or published illustra-
 tions.

 THE QUESTION OF CLOVIS

 The issue of when humans first began to occupy the de-
 glaciated portions of northeastern North America turns largely
 on the question of Clovis and its extent. At present, the

 definition of "Clovis" rests primarily on the presence of specific technological traits and chronological dating.
 While both criteria have seen recent refinement, the extent to which Clovis points occur in the Northeast
 remains uncertain.

 In terms of technology, analyses of Clovis assemblages from the Mississippi Valley by Morrow (1995,
 1996) and Morrow and Morrow (2002) provide the best definition for Clovis-style fluted points, as well as
 a carefully drawn set of distinctions for how these differ from the slightly later Gainey and Folsom-style
 fluted points. The other hallmark of Clovis lithics, core and blade technology, is well documented by Collins
 (2002).

 In terms of chronology, Waters and Stafford have recently argued that Clovis was a narrow
 chronological horizon, perhaps as brief as 200 years, between 13,125 and 12,925 cal yr BP (Waters and
 Stafford 2007; also see Haynes et al.. 2007). Two sites from the Northeast were included in this assessment,
 Paleo Crossing in Ohio and Shawnee-Minisink in Pennsylvania. While both have C-14 dates consistent with
 a Clovis affiliation, Paleo Crossing, 10,980 ± 75 BP, or -12,924 cal yr BP (Eren et al. 2004) and Shawnee-
 Minisink, at least five dates in the 10,900 to 1 1,000 BP range, or 12,800 to 12,950 cal yr BP (Gingerich
 2007), it remains unclear whether these sites also meet a technological definition of Clovis (Morrow 1 996:25,
 47-48).

 Description
 Clovis points are medium to large in size, robust in appearance, lanceolate in shape and have a flattened

 hexagonal, rather than lenticular, cross-section. The sides are slightly divergent to parallel with grinding on
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 Figure 4. Schematic details of Clovis-
 style fluting, a. an isolated platform prior
 to fluting. Styles of fluting: b:simple,
 c:multiple, and dxompound (after Mor-
 row 1995:185, fig. 7).

 the lower lateral edges. Bases have a
 shallow arc-shaped concavity and
 occasionally exhibit slightly flaring
 basal ears. Points are fluted on both

 faces with fluting extending less than 1/2 the length of the point. Flutes were detached from an isolated
 platform at or near the centerplane of the biface (Morrow 1995: 171-72; Morrow and Morrow 2002: 148-49,
 154) (Figure 4a).

 The data on Clovis points are based on an assemblage of twenty-eight finished or nearly finished points
 from the Ready/Lincoln Hills site, Jersey County Illinois (Morrow 1995:171-76; 1996:218).

 Attributes

 1. Dimensions

 Length: average 71 mm.
 Medial width: average 27 mm.
 Basal width: average 25 mm.
 Thickness: average 7 mm.

 2. Sides

 Face angle: not reported; estimated at slightly more than 90°.
 Edge treatment: grinding on lower lateral and basal edges.

 3. Basal Treatment

 Basal concavity: average, 2.4 mm.
 Basal ears: 50% none, 50% slight.

 4. Fluting
 All specimens are fluted on both faces. Most points exhibit simple flutes although examples of multiple

 and composite (re-fluting within the same channel) fluting also occur (Figure 4b-4d). Flutes appear to have
 been detached by direct (soft hammer) percussion from an isolated platform placed at or near the center plane
 of the biface. The resulting flutes had a relatively flat ventral surface and usually extended between 1/3 and
 1/2 the total point length.

 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 Morrow's six-stage reduction sequence provides a detailed description of the process by which finished

 Clovis points were made from tabular blanks or flakes (1995, 1996:201-15, 390 Figure 47) (Table 2).

 Variability
 Although remarkably homogeneous, the Ready/Lincoln Hills site assemblage also contained some

 significant variations. Morrow reports one specimen has "a more deeply concave base and more markedly
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 1 26 Archaeology of Eastern North America

 Table 2. Clovis lithic reduction sequence (after Morrow 1995, 1996)

 Stage 1 . Production of tabular or flake blanks.
 Stage 2. Initial Edging and Trimming. Establish overall shape and edge.
 Stage 3. Primary Thinning and Shaping. Regularize cross-section and ovate outline. Striking platforms are isolated

 lobes positioned on the center plane of the biface. The result of this intensive thinning was a broad biface
 with flattened cross-section and flaking pattern of several very large, relatively widely spaced, long, deep
 flake scars.

 Stage 4. Secondary Shaping and Fluting. Additional thinning and shaping to produce a 'distinctive row-boat shaped
 outline' and flatter cross-section. Fluting (end thinning) occurred at this stage.

 Stage 5. Final Shaping. Trimming to true up the outline. Additional re-fluting if necessary.
 Stage 6. Edge Retouch and Grinding. Pressure flaking to finish the edge, plus grinding of basal and lower portion

 of lateral edges in preparation for hafting.

 excurvate [divergent] sides" than the rest. Another specimen is fluted 'nearly to the tip and exhibits very
 slightly flaring basal ears' resembling the Barnes points in the Great Lakes Region (Morrow 1995: 171).

 Function

 Morrow describes finished, fluted bifaces as "Clovis points" and, undoubtedly, this is how they usually
 functioned - as the lethal tip on a spear or lance. Still, it is likely that these were multi-purpose tools and also
 served as hafted knives for butchering and processing. In either case, it was essential that the lithic portion
 of the tool remain securely seated in its haft. Fluting appears to have been the preferred method for basal
 thinning that, in turn, would ensure a stable haft. Clovis points have slight basal concavities, appear to have
 been seated on shallow convex hafts, and secured by lashing along the ground portions of the sides.

 Although usually portrayed as large mammal hunters, Clovis people also utilized a wide range of
 medium and small size game species such as rabbits, turtles and ground birds (Collins 2007; Hill 2007).
 Closer to the New England-Maritimes Region, the Shawnee-Minisink site is notable not only for its well-
 dated fluted points but the fish bones and hawthorn seeds associated with them. Clearly, we still have much
 to learn about Clovis resource strategies, and what part these large bifaces played in them.

 Geographical extent
 Taxonomic problems continue to confuse the issue of Clovis points and the extent to which they occur

 east of the Mississippl. Certainly Clovis-related sites exist. Morrow lists half a dozen sites in Ohio (Welling
 and Nobles Pond), Pennsylvania (Shoop and Shawnee-Minisink), and Virginia (Thunderbird and Williamson)
 where bifaces have been found that meet her requirements for Clovis (1996:46-48). However, not all
 researchers have been as careful. In a recent study, Hamilton and Buchanan (2007) include the Vail, Debert
 and Hedden sites in their analysis of Clovis population movement. Based on Morrow's definition, we have
 yet to see an unequivocal Clovis assemblage, or even point, from the New England-Maritimes Region.
 Perhaps they are out there, but until verified specimens have been found and reported, we recommend that
 the term "Clovis" not be used to describe either fluted points or sites from the New England-Maritimes
 region.

 EARLY PALEOINDIAN FORMS (-12,900 TO 12,500 CAL YR BP)

 KINGS ROAD-WHIPPLE POINTS

 These points are named for the Kings Road site, Greene County, New York discovered by Tom
 Weinman in 1966 (Funk et al. 1969; Weinman and Weinman 1978) and the Whipple site, Cheshire County,
 New Hampshire discovered by Arthur Whipple in 1975 (Curran 1984, 1994). These points closely resemble
 the Gainey points of the Great Lakes Region.
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 Figure 5. Schematic comparison of Clovis (A) and Kings Road-Whipple (B) platform preparation. Note that
 Kings Road-Whipple platforms (B) tend to be set below the centerline.

 Description
 These are medium to large size points, robust in appearance, lanceolate in shape and lenticular in cross-

 section. The sides are slightly divergent to parallel and ground on the lower lateral edges. Bases have a
 moderately deep arc-shaped concavity and occasionally have slightly flaring ears. Points are fluted on both
 faces, usually with a single flute that extends from -1/3 to 1/2 the total length of the point. Flutes were
 detached from a prepared platform set below the center plane at the level to be fluted (Figure 5).

 The data on these points are based on assemblages from the Kings Road (plus the associated Swale
 locus), Whipple, DEDIC/Sugarloaf, and Adkins sites as well as three isolated finds (Figure 6)1. For details,
 see Table 3 in the appendix.

 Attributes

 1. Dimensions

 Length: range 46 to 132 mm, average 66 mm.
 Medial width: range 24 to 38 mm, average 29 mm.
 Basal width: range 21 to 38 mm, average 28 mm.
 Thickness: range 5 to 8 mm, average 6 mm.

 2. Sides

 Face angle: range 89° to 94°, average 92°
 Edge treatment: lateral grinding between mid-section and base.

 3. Basal Treatment

 Basal concavity: range 3 to 10 mm, average 6 mm.
 Basal ears: 55% none, 45% slight, 0% distinct, 0% prominent.

 4. Fluting.
 Although the overall process for fluting is similar to Clovis, these points exhibit a greater concern for

 and focus on fluting. More effort was made to control the flute through careful preparation. Longer, more
 robust flutes were the result. Fluting (end thinning) occurs primarily on rough bifaces midway through the
 reduction sequence (Morrow's Stage 4). However, there is more evidence for late fluting, not just "re-
 fluting", on completed (Stage 5) bifaces. Channel flakes were detached from both isolated and more carefully
 prepared (beveled, ground) platforms set below the centerline of the piece. Small guide flakes were
 occasionally placed on either side of the platform. The medial ridge was often used to guide the flute. Lateral
 edges were often prepared with a steep pressure retouch to regularize the cross-section and concentrate the
 mass in the center of the point. Channel flakes appear to have been detached by direct percussion. Fluting
 scars extend further down the piece, usually 1/3 to 1/2 the length of the biface.
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 Figure 6. Examples of Kings Road-Whipple points. A is a plow-damaged base with prepared platform
 from the Kings Road/Swale site. B is a reconstructed outline of the same base. C - D are two additional
 bases from Kings Road/Swale. E - F are a reworked point and a base from the Whipple site. Isolated finds:
 G. the Thompson point, Mexico, ME. H. the Gray point, Massabesic Lake, NH. I. the Hubbard point,
 Hadley, MA.

 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 Based on their analysis of the Gainey site assemblage, Morrow and Morrow have reconstructed a lithic

 reduction sequence for biface production. They conclude that, while Clovis and Gainey points are similar
 in many ways, four criteria can be used to differentiate them (2002: 1 54). These are summarized in Table 4.

 An initial examination of the more than ninety bifaces, and related debitage, from the Kings Road/Swale
 sites indicates that a six-stage reduction sequence, similar to that reported at both the Ready/Lincoln Hills and
 Gainey sites, was used to produce the preforms and fluted points (Bradley and Boudreau 2007). The greatest
 similarity is with the Gainey site. The one difference is that we see no unequivocal evidence for the use of
 ground tips on the fluted bifaces in the Kings Road/Swale assemblage. We would also add one more
 distinguishing factor - the use of late stage fluting to further thin the point base. This late stage fluting may
 best be seen as an intensification of Morrow's Stage 5 re-fluting.
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 Table 4. A Comparison of Clovis and Gainey lithic reduction sequences (after Morrow and Morrow 2002: 154).

 Clovis Gainey

 Preforms thinned by transverse percussion flaking Preforms thinned by medial percussion flaking
 from isolated, centered striking platforms.

 Platform for fluting placed at or near the centerplane of Platform for fluting set low to the face to be fluted,
 the biface.

 Probably fluted by direct, soft hammer percussion. Probably fluted by indirect percussion with the tip
 supported.

 Points receive additional thinning by soft hammer Points receive no additional thinning after fluting, only
 percussion after fluting.

 It is clear that the artifact assemblages from Ready/Lincoln Hills, Gainey and Kings Road/Swale are
 closely related. All share a similar biface reduction process and have a strong core/blade technology. By and
 large, the differences among these sites seem clinal rather than abrupt. Still, in terms of fluted points, it
 appears to us that Clovis is the earlier, antecedent form while the Gainey and Kings Road/Swale points, with
 their more precise platform preparation and greater emphasis on late stage fluting, are later and Clovis-
 derived. While Gainey and Kings Road-Whipple points seem closely related, it is not yet clear what the
 nature of that relationship is. For example, our sample of Kings Road-Whipple points is longer and wider
 than the Gainey points reported by Morrow (1996:177, Table 16). However, it will require better samples
 and careful analysis before these relationships become clearer.

 Variability
 The Kings Road/Swale site assemblage, though large (more than 675 tools), has a surprisingly small

 number of finished fluted points and channel flakes. Activity on this site appears to have focused on the
 production of mid and late stage bifaces that were taken elsewhere for finishing and fluting. Even with this
 limited sample, there appears to have been considerable variation in point size. Based on his years of
 collecting, Tom Weinman believes that preforms (and ultimately points) were made in three different sizes:
 large (more 70 mm in length), medium (50-70 mm) and small (less than 50 mm). Analysis of the more than
 ninety bifaces from these sites bears this out (Bradley and Boudreau, nd). The Whipple site assemblage also
 demonstrates variability in size and form. For example, one large biface (possibly a late stage preform) has
 strongly divergent sides and a very deep basal concavity (Curran 1984:34, Figure 4). Metrics on this biface,
 possibly used as a hafted knife, were not included in the Whipple site data.

 Variability in the depth of the basal concavity has also been observed at the Gainey site. Don Simon
 estimates that -5% of the fluted points from Gainey had deeply concave bases and has argued that these
 probably served as hafted knives. This is discussed further under Vail-Debert points below.

 Function

 As with Clovis points, Kings Road-Whipple points were probably multi-purpose tools for piercing and
 cutting. Rounded tips on some specimens (such as the Hubbard point) suggest the latter. These points have
 deeper basal concavities and appear to have been seated on a more pronounced convex haft than their Clovis
 predecessors. Another change, the increased occurance of basal ears, may also indicate a different approach
 to hafting, one in which the ears protruded beyond the lashing. Finally, the evidence for the making of points
 in different sizes certainly implies different intended uses.

 Comparables
 We propose that Kings Road-Whipple points are the earliest Paleoindian points in the New England-
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 Maritimes Region. While they are not Clovis points, they are clearly Clovis-derived. We propose that these
 points are equivalent to Gainey points in the Great Lakes, named for the Gainey site in Michigan (Simons
 et al. 1 984), where at least 1 06 whole or fragmentary fluted bifaces have been recovered (Simons 1 997: 1 09).
 Published descriptions of Gainey point attributes and metrics are comparable with those listed here (Simons
 et al. 1984:268-9; Ellis and Deller 1990:45; Morrow 1996:177). While numerous points of this style have
 been found across central and northern New York as well as in the Hudson Valley (see Ritchie 1957:Plate
 1 , H, h [Greene County] and I, i [Onondaga County] and Plate 2 G, g [Jefferson County]), few sites have been
 reported. The best candidate is the Arc site in Genesee County (Tankersley et al. 1997).

 Geographical Extent
 In addition to Kings Road/Swale and Whipple, sites with this style of fluted point are broadly distributed

 throughout the eastern and northern portion of the region (Figure 7). Comparable sites include Port Mobil
 (North Beach) and Twin Fields in New York (Kraft 1 977:7; Eisenberg 1 978: 1 50-58), DEDIC/Sugarloaf, MA
 (Chilton et al. 2005; Gramly 1998) and possibly Turner's Falls, MA (Binzen 2005) in the Connecticut Valley,
 locus 2 at the Jefferson III site in northern New Hampshire and Adkins in northwestern Maine (Gramly 1 988).

 Isolated finds of these points also occur throughout the region. Three examples are illustrated here: the
 Hubbard point, Hadley, MA; the Thompson point, Mexico, ME and the Gray point, Massabesic Lake, NH.

 Lithic Correlates

 Quarry-related workshop sites such as Kings Road/Swale are, not surprisingly, fairly homogeneous in
 their lithic materials; more than 90% of the chipped stone assemblage is made from the local Normanskill
 chert (Funk 2004:106, Table 42). However, at most non-quarry sites, lithics are far more diverse and
 frequently have large percentages of non-local materials. Whipple, for example, has extremely heterogeneous
 lithics. These include cherts from the Hudson Valley, cherts and quartzite from the Champlain Valley as well
 as fine-grained volcanics, quartz and quartzite that may have originated in the Connecticut Valley. Other sites
 such as DEDIC/Sugarloaf show a similar variability with Hudson and Champlain Valley cherts as well as
 regional felsites, quartz and quartzites also present (Chilton et al. 2005:62; Gramly 1998:24). On the other
 hand, the nearby Turner's Falls site has produced an assemblage that is 97% Pennsylvania jasper (Binzen
 2005:55). Clearly there is much yet to understand about lithic procurement and how it fit into broader
 patterns of movement.

 Dating
 No dates have been reported for Kings Road or Swale sites. Although eight radiocarbon dates have been

 reported from the Whipple site, these range over several thousand years (from 1 1,600 to 8,100 yrs BP or
 -13,500 to 9,100 cal yr BP). Unfortunately, none are clearly associated with the Paleoindian occupation of
 the site (Curran 1984; 1994; Newby et al. 2005). It is our sense is that these points date from shortly after
 the YD onset 12,900 years ago; however, this is a hypothesis still to be tested.

 VAIL-DEBERT POINTS

 These points are named for the Vail site, Oxford County, Maine discovered by Francis Vail Jr. in 1970
 (Gramly 1982) and the Debert site, Colchester County, Nova Scotia, discovered by E. S. Eaton and his wife
 in 1948 (MacDonald 1968). While best known from the New England-Maritimes region, these distinctive
 points do occur in Gainey-related assemblages in the Great Lakes. However, with the possible exception of
 the Lamb cache (Gramly 1999), no single component site has been reported in that region to date.
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 Figure 7. Map showing location of Kings Road-Whipple related sites and isolated finds.
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 Description
 These are large to very large points, robust in appearance, lanceolate in shape and lenticular in cross-

 section. Morphologically, they are very much like the preceding Kings Road-Whipple points and may be a
 subset of them. The primary distinction lies in basal treatment. Vail-Debert points have very deep, U-shaped
 concavities. These often exhibit careful retouching on the interior surface of the concavity. Points are fluted
 on both faces, usually with a single flute that extend -1/3 the total length of the point. As with the preceding
 Kings Road-Whipple points, flutes were detached from a prepared platform set below the centerplane at or
 near the level to be fluted. Beyond basal morphology, these points are distinguished by a distinct and
 restricted spatial pattern of occurrence, a tendency towards extreme re-use, and a preference for parochial
 lithic materials. These traits are discussed further below.

 The data on these points presented are based on assemblages from the Vail and Debert sites as well as
 three isolated finds2. For details, see Table 5 in the Appendix.

 Attributes

 1. Dimensions

 Length: range 47 to 125 mm, average 80 mm.
 Medial width: range 22 to 39 mm, average 30 mm.
 Basal width: range 24 to 36 mm, average 30 mm.
 Thickness: range 6 to 13 mm, average 8 mm.

 2. Sides

 Face angle: range 77° to 96°, average 90°
 Edge treatment: lateral grinding between mid-section and base.

 3. Basal Treatment

 Basal concavity: range 6 to 15 mm, average 1 1 mm. Note that basal depth is measured at a right angle
 to the point's long axis (contra Ellis 2004:213, figure 2).

 Basal ears: 70% none, 25% slight, 5% distinct, 0% prominent.
 Interior surfaces of the basal concavity have often been retouched into a re-curved shape.

 4. Fluting.
 The techniques for fluting appear to be very similar to those used on Kings Road-Whipple bifaces,

 although few in-process examples have been reported. The deeply concave bases that characterize these
 points appear to relate more to hafting and use (re-use) strategies than to fluting. Like their Clovis
 predecessors, these appear to have been multi-purpose tools. They were certainly subjected to intensive re-
 use both as points (often going through several generations of re-sharpening and/or rebasing) and for other
 purposes (drills, knives). Fluting appears to occur later in the biface reduction sequence. The medial ridge
 served as a guide for the flute. Lateral edges were often prepared with a steep pressure retouch. Channel
 flakes appear to have been detached by direct percussion. Flute scars extend 1/4 to 1/3 the length of the
 biface. However, given the tendency for these points to be re-sharpened while still hafted, proportional flute
 length is difficult to estimate.

 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 Vail-Debert style points appear to have been produced through the same basic sequence described under

 Kings Road-Whipple points above. Evidence of the reduction process is scarce at both Vail and Debert. The
 best comparative analysis is from the Jefferson II and HI sites in New Hampshire (Boisvert 1999).

 Variability
 While these points were made in different sizes, there appears to have been a strong preference for large,

 even very large, bifaces (more than 1 00 mm in length). It seems likely that these points were made large with
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 the intent of maximizing re-use. Evidence from
 Vail suggests as many as four generations of
 use/re-use before exhausted bases were discarded

 (Figure 8). In addition to size, there is also vari-
 ability in basal treatment, especially in the points
 from Debert. As Ellis has observed, a significant
 percentage of the Debert bases are asymmetrical, a
 trait not present at Vail or at many other Paleoin-
 dian sites in the region. Debert points also have
 both U-shaped and V-shaped basal concavities, a
 feature that Ellis argues may reflect different
 patterns of reuse (Ellis 2004:228-29).

 Although we place Vail and Debert points in
 the same category (Figure 9), there are distinct
 differences between the two assemblages. Just as
 the Debert site cluster is located near the far north-

 eastern edge of the New England-Maritimes
 region, so too, the points from those sites share a
 more extreme set of traits than those from the Vail-

 related sites. As Ellis (2004) has argued, this is not

 /'
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 Figure 8. Outline drawings of Vail points and broken bases
 showing multiple generations of re-sharpening.

 Figure 9. Examples of Vail-Debert points. A - C are points from the Vail habitation and related kill site
 (casts courtesy of R. M. Gramly). D is a sketch of a Debert point (after MacDonald 1968:74, figure 20d).
 G is a base from the Jefferson III site. Isolated finds: E. the Piscataguog point, New Boston, NH. F. the
 Clayton point, Flagstaff Lake (after Spiess and Wilson 1987:199).
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 Figure 10. A comparison of Vail and Bull Brook
 points with possible hafting reconstructions.

 an illusion; the Debert points are more
 "extreme" than those from Vail. They
 have the most minimal face angle, widest
 bases, thickest cross-sections, shortest
 flutes and deepest basal depths of any
 Early Paleoindian bifaces in the region.
 Ellis concludes that while the reason for

 these extreme characteristics remains

 elusive, they probably reflect specific
 cultural choices rather than environmental

 constraints (2004:245).

 Function

 Don Simons (2001) observed that
 large fluted points with deep basal concav-
 ities are a minority style at the Gainey site
 (-5% of the fluted bifaces) as well as at
 other comparable sites. These include the
 Butler and Hat sites in Michigan, the
 Hawk's Nest site in Indiana, and the Lamb
 site (Gramly 1999) in western New York.
 Morrow also considers Lamb a Gainey-
 related site (1996:47). Unfortunately,
 none of these sites have been radiocarbon

 dated. Simons concludes that these were

 a specialized tool form, probably large
 hafted bifaces used for butchering (Simons
 2001). Within the New England-Mari-
 times region, these large, deeply indented
 base points also occur as a minority form
 in the assemblages from several of the
 Early Paleoindian sites in the region.
 These include Whipple (one specimen),
 Turner's Falls (one specimen) and Bull
 Brook (two specimens). This suggests
 that these large bifaces were indeed some
 sort of specialized tool within a broader
 Paleoindian toolkit.

 We believe that hafting, rather than
 fluting, provides the best explanation for
 these very deep basal concavities. These
 points appear to have been seated on care-
 fully prepared, deeply convex hafts and
 secured by lashing or wrapping along the
 lower lateral margins. As an experienced

 flint knapper, Boudreau has observed that, to ensure a proper fit, it is easier to modify the point than the haft,
 especially if the latter is made from bone or another hard material. The deeply concave base may have been
 an innovation that permitted a more secure and stable haft for these large points as well as one that gave more
 protection from lateral stress and breakage (Figure 10).
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 It also appears that this approach was a conscious decision that favored re-sharpening a broken point in
 the haft as opposed to making a quick replacement. As noted above, there is strong evidence, especially from
 Vail, that points were frequently re-sharpened while still hafted. In addition to re-use, these points were also
 recycled for other purposes such as drilling and cutting (given the asymmetrical shapes and rounded tips of
 several of the last generation re-worked bases). Indeed, Vail-Debert points exhibit a greater tendency to be
 re-used, as projectile points and for other purposes, than any other category ofPaleoindian point discussed
 in this paper.

 Comparables
 It is our sense that these points, with their distinctive deep basal concavities, represent two different

 phenomena. One is that of a specialized tool as described above. The other is evidence for a split in the
 region's Paleoindian population. Several of the Early Paleoindian sites in the New England-Maritimes region
 have one or two large points with deep basal concavities in their assemblage. However, at sites such as Vail
 and Debert where virtually all the points have deeply indented bases, something else appears to be happening.
 What was previously a minority basal treatment has become not just the predominant, but the exclusive means
 for hafting a point. Indeed, the more shallow-based forms (Kings Road-Whipple and Bull Brook-West
 Athens Hill points) do not occur at Vail or Debert. We suggest that the people who occupied the Vail and
 Debert sites were a distinct group of Paleoindians, ones who favored ecological niches along the northern
 edge of the region, continued to move north and east once they entered the region and had limited contact
 with other, contemporary Paleoindian groups elsewhere in the region.

 Geographical Extent
 At present, the distribution of these distinctive points is limited to two site clusters: the Vail-related sites

 (Vail, Vail kill site #1, Upper Wheeler Dam) in western Maine and the Debert-Belmont cluster at the head
 of the Minas Basin in Nova Scotia. Evidence for a possible third cluster in northern New Hampshire has been
 reported from the Jefferson II site, A block (Boisvert 1999) and Jefferson III, locus 2 (Figure 1 1). A small
 number of isolated finds have also been reported. Three examples whose metrics are included here are: the
 Piscataguog point, New Boston, NH, the Clayton point, Flagstaff Lake, ME and the Quaco Head point, N.B.

 Lithic Correlates

 The unusual morphology of these points is reinforced by the choice of lithics used to make them. The
 points from Jefferson II are made exclusively from the local Jefferson rhyolite (Pollock et al. 2007). Vail
 points are made of a chert, possibly from a Munsungun source, but not the familiar Norway Bluff and Willard
 outcrop varieties that occur frequently on other Early Paleoindian sites in the region (Pollock et al. 1999).
 Debert points are made primarily from Minas Basin chalcedony, a material rarely found on other Paleoindian
 sites in the Northeast.

 Dating
 Many radiocarbon dates have been reported from Vail and Debert. However, given their wide range,

 it is not clear what these dates represent. They do support the idea that these sites represent a distinct
 Paleoindian group who occupied the northern margins of the region. At least six reported radiocarbon dates
 have been reported from the Vail site. These also range widely from 1 1,120 to 10,040 BP (or -13,100 to
 11,500 years ago) (Gramly 1982; Haynes et al. 1984). The most precise date (1 0,7 10 ± 50 [Beta 207579] or
 -12,700 years ago) comes from Feature #1 (Gramly 2005). The dates from Debert, though numerous, have
 also proved difficult to interpret. MacDonald (1968) reported twenty-nine radiocarbon dates from various
 sections of the sites ranging from 1 1,100 to 10,200 BP (or -13,100 to 1 1,800 years ago). While many of
 these dates cluster around 10,500 BP (-12,600 years ago), it remains unclear how many of these actually
 came from cultural features (Ellis 2004). Whenever these sites actually date, they appear to represent a
 distinct Paleoindian population, one divergent from but contemporary with a separate Paleoindian population
 in the southern portion of the region. This is discussed further in the following section.
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 Figure 11. Map showing location of Vail-Debert related sites and isolated finds.

 BULL BROOK-WEST ATHENS HILL POINTS

 These points are named for the Bull Brook site, Essex County, MA discovered by Bill Eldridge and Joe
 Vaccaro in 195 1 (Byers 1954) and the West Athens Hill site, Greene County, NY discovered by Art Johnson
 in 1963 (Ritchie and Funk 1973; Funk 2004). These points closely resemble the Butler points of the Great
 Lakes region.
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 Description
 These are medium to large size points, lanceolate in shape and lenticular in cross-section. They are less

 robust than the earlier Gainey-related points. The sides are slightly divergent and ground along the lower
 lateral edges. Bases have a moderately deep arc-shaped concavity and frequently have basal ears. Points are
 fluted on both faces, usually with a single flute that extends -1/2 the total length of the point. Multiple fluting
 occasionally occurs.

 The data on these points are based on assemblages from the Bull Brook, West Athens Hill, Wapanucket
 #8 and Dam sites as well as four isolated finds3. For details, see Table 6 in the Appendix.

 Attributes

 1. Dimensions

 Length: range 36 to 145 mm, average 63 mm.
 Medial width: range 18 to 37 mm, average 26 mm.
 Basal width: range 20 to 33 mm, average 26 mm.
 Thickness: range 4 to 10 mm, average 7 mm.

 2. Sides

 Face angle: range 87° to 96°, average 91°.
 Edge treatment: lateral grinding between mid-section and base.

 3. Basal Treatment

 Basal concavity: range 3 to 8 mm, average 5 mm.
 Basal ears: 43% none, 48% slight, 7% distinct, 2% prominent.

 4. Fluting.
 Although the techniques for fluting are similar to those used on Kings Road-Whipple bifaces, fluting

 occurs later in the reduction sequence and with more focus on preparation. Fluting occurs later in the biface
 reduction sequence on completed (Stage 5) bifaces rather than midway through the reduction process (Stage
 4). Channel flakes were detached from carefully isolated and prepared (beveled, ground) platforms set below
 the centerline of the piece. Small guide flakes were often used on either side of the platform. On larger
 pieces, more substantial guide flakes were used with multiple fluting the result. The medial ridge was
 prepared as a guide for the flute. Lateral edges were usually prepared with a steep pressure retouch. Channel
 flakes appear to have been detached by direct percussion, although indirect percussion may have been used
 as well. Ground or blunted tips are well represented in the larger assemblages. Flute scars extend 1/2 the
 length of the biface or more.

 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 Based on excavations at the West Athens Hill quarry-workshop, Funk proposed a four stage lithic

 reduction sequence (2004:27-38). A similar sequence was developed by Payne based on a series of quarry-
 related workshops at the Windy City site, Munsungun, Maine (1987). Both sequences define a series of
 stages through which large "cores" or quarry blanks were reduced by lateral and end thinning (early stage
 fluting) into finished preforms and fluted points. While these quarry-related site assemblages are useful in
 documenting the early stages in the reduction process, they reveal less about the later stages of finishing and
 fluting. In this regard, Grimes' observations on the Bull Brook site assemblage, which contains a significant
 number (n -175) of late stage preforms and preform fragments, are particularly helpful (1979:114-15).
 Although Grimes' description of the biface reduction process is generally similar to that described by Funk
 and Payne, he breaks the process down into more discrete stages. As a result, the differences between these
 points and the preceding Clovis-derived styles become more apparent (Table 7). Most significant is that
 "fluting" now occurs at two stages in the process: early stage fluting (or end thinning) midway through, and
 late stage fluting as a means of finishing a nearly completed point. Grimes' observations parallel our own
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 Table 7. Bull Brook reduction sequence (after Grimes 1979:1 14-15).

 Stage 1. Acquisition of "thick, elongate flakes" often plano-convex in cross-section.
 Stage 2. Initial "rough thinning over most of the dorsal surface and the ends of the ventral surface" to regularize the

 lateral profile.
 Stage 3. More careful shaping into a "petaloid" [ovate] outline, the narrow end of which is at or near the original bulb

 of percussion.
 Stage 4. Preparation of a steeply beveled platform on the wider, basal end for initial fluting [early stage end thinning].

 Emphasis is often on thinning the dorsal face although some pieces are bifacially thinned. Grimes notes that
 this is distinct from late stage final fluting. He also notes the use of blunted, even ground, tips throughout the
 process.

 Stage 5. Additional bifacial thinning, which often obliterates the evidence of early stage fluting. The piece assumes
 a generalized lanceolate outline.

 Stage 6. Preparation of another steeply beveled [and clearly isolated] platform on a straight or slightly convex base for
 final [late stage] fluting. Different techniques were used depending on the surface to be fluted. On the dorsal
 face (or if a medial ridge was present), flute was detached from the prepared central platform. On the ventral
 face (or if no medial ridge was present), two small lateral flutes were removed on either side of the prepared
 platform to serve as guides [basically Witthoft's Enterline technique].

 Stage 7. After successful fluting of both faces, the point was finished by: retouching the basal concavity to remove the
 platform remnants, (however, the basal concavity was seldom ground), sharpening the blunted tip, and
 regularizing the lateral edges.

 Stage 8. The lateral edges of the finished point were ground from the base to mid-section in preparation for hafting.

 sense that Bull Brook- West Athens Hill points were fluted late in the bifacing process, continuing the trend
 seen on Kings Road-Whipple points.

 Variability
 Although the fluted points from Bull Brook have been described as "remarkably uniform" and

 "consistent" (Byers 1954:345; Grimes 1979: 116), there is considerable variability in size, shape and fluting.
 This is in addition to the extensive evidence for re-working (both re-tipping and re-basing) these points
 usually received. Fluted points continue to be made in a range of sizes although the dimensions for these size
 groups are not clear at present. These points are also as likely to have basal ears as not and to have been
 fluted by more than one method. Another variable, previously discussed, is the depth of the basal concavity.
 Most Bull Brook-West Athens Hill points have only moderately deep bases. In this regard, they are similar
 to the modal basal treatment at the Gainey and Butler sites. However, a few examples with deeply concave
 Vail-Debert-like bases also occur; at least two have been reported from Bull Brook. As noted above, Don
 Simons has observed that 5% of the fluted points from the Butler site also have deeply concave bases, again
 suggesting that these large bifaces served as a specialized tool within the overall lithic toolkit.

 Funk also observed that there is "considerable variation in size and other attributes" within the West

 Athens Hill sample (2004:32) although his sample included several preforms and re-based tips. The most
 complete specimen has slightly divergent sides and distinct basal ears (ibid. p. 37, figure 27, #1 1). While
 Funk described this as a "Cumberland-Barnes type" point (ibid. p. 36), this point fits comfortably in Bull
 Brook- West Athens Hill category4.

 Function

 These points have moderately deep basal concavities, appear to have been seated on pronounced convex
 hafts and secured by lashing between the point's mid-section and basal ears. The increased use of basal ears
 may signify a change in hunting technology. Whereas a straight-sided point could be used repeatedly on a
 thrusting spear (and re-sharpened at need), the presence of distinct or prominent basal ears may indicate that
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 Figure 12. Examples of Bull Brook- West Athens Hill points. A and B are failed point bases from Bull Brook
 showing prepared platforms (courtesy of the R.S. Peabody Museum). C and D are complete points from Bull
 Brook (courtesy of the Peabody Essex Museum). Isolated finds: E the Copeland point, Ossippee, NH; F an
 unfinished point from West Athens Hill, NY (after Funk 2004:37, figure 27 #1 1 ); G the Haggett point, Boothbay,
 ME Cafter Soiess and Wilson 1987:196).

 a point was designed not to be easily withdrawn. Such a point could have been mounted on either a de-
 tachable fore shaft or used with an atlatl. This variability in size and specific attributes suggests to us that
 these fluted points served more than one purpose. Or perhaps it is more accurate to say that what we lump
 together as "fluted points" were actually a much broader set of tools, and that hunting strategies changed over
 time.

 Comparables
 These slightly smaller points with distinct basal ears and divergent sides were initially considered a

 subset of the Gainey type and termed "Late Gainey" points (Simons 1997). A sample of at least thirty-six
 whole or fragmentary fluted bifaces has been recovered from the Butler site in Michigan. These show well-
 developed platforms for fluting and longer flutes (Simons 1997: 1 12-14). Based on this, Simons re-defined
 these points as a typologically and chronologically separate group, one that is stylistically midway between
 the "Early Gainey" points from the Gainey site and subsequent Barnes points (Simons 2001). These points
 appear to be present on two sites in central New York, Potts in Oswego County (Gramly and Lothrop 1984)
 and Corditaipe in neighboring Oneida County (Funk and Wellman 1984). Isolated finds of this style have
 also been reported from central New York (Ritchie 1965:2, Plate 1 #5).

 Geographical Extent
 In addition to Bull Brook and West Athens Hill, sites with this style of fluted point are broadly

 distributed throughout the region. These include the Davis site, Crown Point, NY (Ritchie 1 965 :20-2 1 ), VT-
 CH-197 in Williston, VT (Thomas et al. 1998), Bull Brook II (Grimes et al. 1984) and Wapanucket, locus
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 Figure 13. Map showing location of Bull Brook-West Athens Hill related sites and isolated finds.

 8 (Bradley and Boudreau 2006) in eastern Massachusetts, and Thornton's Ferry in New Hampshire (Curran
 1994). Sites in Maine that produce points of this style include Spiller (Spiess et al. 1998:217), Dam (ibid p.
 214), and Windy City (Payne 1987) (Figure 13). Many of these points have been reported as isolated finds.
 The four examples included here are the Old Post Road point, Ghent, NY, the Copeland point, Ossippee, NH,
 the Haggett point, Boothbay, ME, and the Kingsclear point, NB.
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 Lithic Correlates

 Once again, lithic preferences defy simple patterning. Quarry- workshop sites such as West Athens Hill
 and Windy City remain quite homogeneous with the local Ordovician chert comprising more than 98% of
 the chipped stone assemblage (Funk 2004: 106, table 42; Payne 1987:73, table 4.3). However, at non-quarry
 sites the pattern can vary considerably. At Bull Brook, for example, lithics are very heterogeneous and
 include sizable percentages of non-local materials. Among these are Munsungun chert from northern Maine,
 spherulitic flow-banded rhyolites from northern New Hampshire, plus Pennsylvania jasper and cherts from
 the Hudson and Champlain Valleys. On the other hand, local lithics such as Saugus "jasper," actually a fine-
 grained volcanic, and other felsic rock from the Boston Basin are also well represented at Bull Brook. Other
 sites have more homogeneous assemblages of lithics, usually from a distant source. Examples include
 Wapanucket 8 where more than 80% are Hudson Valley cherts, and Spiller where the vast majority is
 Munsungun chert.

 Dating
 No reliable dates have been published for Bull Brook, West Athens Hill or other sites that produce this

 style of fluted point. The best candidate is the Hedden site in southern Maine. While no fluted points have
 been recovered, the biface preforms and lithic preferences closely resemble those from Bull Brook. Two
 AMS dates have been reported from Hedden: 1 0,580 ± 60 BP [Beta-70668] and 1 0,500 ± 60 BP [Beta-68806]
 (Spiess et al. 1995). These dates calibrate to -12,744 and 12,478 years ago and provide a reasonable estimate
 for when Bull Brook- West Athens Hill style points were used.

 MIDDLE PALEOINDIAN FORMS (~ 12,200 TO 11,600 CAL YR BP)

 MICHAUD-NEPONSET POINTS

 These points are named for the Michaud site, Androscoggin County, Maine discovered by geologist
 Sylvia Michaud in 1984 during preliminary construction project survey (Spiess and Wilson 1987), and the
 Neponset site, Middlesex County, Massachusetts discovered by Stanley Buzarewicz and Fred Carty in 1978
 (Carty and Spiess 1992; Bradley 1998; Donta 2005). These points closely resemble the Barnes points of the
 Great Lakes region.

 Description
 These are medium to large size points, lanceolate in shape and lenticular in cross-section. They are

 thinner and more gracile than the preceding Gainey-related forms. The sides are divergent resulting in points
 that are wide, and occasionally widest, at mid-section. Lateral grinding is common from mid-section to basal
 ears. Bases have a moderately deep, arc-shaped concavity with distinct to prominent basal ears (or
 "fishtails"). These basal ears often make the point widest at the base. Points are fluted on both faces from
 carefully prepared platforms. Most points have a single flute that extends more than 1/2, and often the entire
 length, of the point.

 The data on these points are based on assemblages from the Michaud, Neponset and Lautman sites, the
 Fairfax locality and four isolated finds5. For details, see Table 8 in the Appendix.

 Attributes

 1. Dimensions

 Length: range 45 to 115 mm, average 66 mm.
 Medial width: range 17 to 36 mm, average 24 mm.
 Basal width: range 19 to 29 mm, average 24 mm.
 Thickness: range 4 to 7 mm, average 5 mm.
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 2. Sides

 Face angle: range 88° to 97°, average 92°.
 Edge treatment: lateral grinding between mid-section and base.

 3. Basal Treatment

 Basal concavity: range 3 to 8 mm, average 5 mm.
 Basal ears: 0% none, 13% slight, 47% distinct, 40% prominent

 4. Fluting.
 Although the techniques for fluting remain similar to those used on Bull Brook-West Athens Hill bifaces,

 these points show an even greater focus on preparation. These thin, delicate points are the most technically
 sophisticated fluted points found in the New England-Maritimes region. Fluting occurs on completed (Stage
 5) bifaces rather than midway through the reduction process (Stage 4). Channel flakes were detached from
 precisely prepared platforms set below the centerline of the piece. These platforms were not just prepared,
 they were often carefully engineered. Lightly ground and triangular in shape, they are further defined by
 guide flakes on the obverse side and undercutting on the reverse. The medial ridge was designed as a guide
 for the flute. Lateral edges were prepared with a steep pressure retouch. Points were also prepared for fluting
 by blunting or grinding the tips. Channel flakes may have been detached through the use of different
 techniques including direct, indirect percussion and possibly even mechanical (lever) fluting. While the
 techniques for fluting remain difficult to discern, it is clear that ground and blunted tips were part of the
 preparation process. Overshot failures appear to have been common. Re-fluting was often used to thin the
 point's base further. Also known as the "Barnes finishing technique", this meant that a second flute was
 removed from within the same channel as the first flute. Flute scars often extend the complete length of the
 biface, at least on one side.

 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 Two lithic reduction sequences for producing Barnes-style fluted points have been proposed by Canadian

 researchers. One method focused on serial biface reduction, the other used "direct thin flake manufacture"
 (Ellis and Deller 2000:83-6). The former produced fluted points by reducing large bifacial blanks down to
 a preform ready for fluting through a series of stages. Storck outlines a four-stage reduction sequence based
 on the Fisher site assemblage (1997:5 1-2). This is the technique most commonly used on Parkhill phase sites
 to produce a fluted point. The second approach employed a plano-convex flake struck directly off a block
 or tabular core. Use of this technique was a minority trait at the Parkhill site (Ellis and Deller 2000:84).
 While no comparable production sequence has been documented in the New England-Maritimes region to
 date, Boisvert's analysis of debitage from the Colebrook site (Boisvert 2008) is an initial step in that
 direction. Also, based on bofh the Neponset and Colebrook assemblages, one fact is clear - late stage
 preforms were often transported a considerable distance from the quarry-workshop before they were fluted
 and finished.

 Variability
 These Mid-Paleoindian points occur in two varieties. One is represented by the Michaud site points.

 These are broader and stouter points, quite similar to those from the Parkhill and Fisher sites in Ontario.
 While their overall proportions resemble those of Bull Brook- West Athens Hill points, they are lighter,
 thinner and more delicately made. The second variety is longer and thinner and has less prominent basal ears.
 The Intervale point typifies this style, as do the points from the Neponset and Colebrook sites, and the
 Thedford II site in Ontario (Figure 14). It is not clear whether these varieties reflect functional, chronological
 or some other set of factors. Size also remains a significant variable. While large (-100 mm or more) and
 medium (~70mm) size points are most common, the Dakin's Farm specimen indicates that small (~50mm)
 points were made as well.
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 Figure 14. Examples of Michaud-Neponset points. A is the base of a finished point from the Jefferson I
 site, NH. B and C are complete points from the Michaud site, ME. D is a fluting failure from the Michaud
 site. E - G are all failed bifaces from the Neponset site, MA (courtesy of the R.S. Peabody Museum). Note
 the composite fluting on G.

 Function

 These points have moderately deep basal concavities. They
 appear to have been seated on pronounced convex hafts and secured
 by lashing between the point's mid-section and basal ears. There
 appears to be a strong correlation between the tendency towards
 thinner, more gracile points and flutes that extend the full length of
 the point. Given that these points could snap easily, it is likely that
 the hafting strategy also changed as flutes became longer. Perhaps
 some style of two-piece hafting was used (Figure 15). Whatever the
 hafting solution, these points with their delicate proportions and
 distinct basal ears, appear to have been a specialized hunting
 (piercing) tool, analogous to the equally specialized Folsom points
 of the High Plains.

 Figure 15 (right). Schematic drawings of two possible hafting
 reconstructions: a one-piece haft with the ears covered by wrapping, and
 a two-piece haft with the ears exposed. Drawing by Jeff Boudreau.
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 Figure 16. Location of Michaud-Neponset related sites and selected isolated finds.

 Comparables
 These points were first described at the Barnes site in central Michigan (Wright and Roosa 1966).

 Several additional sites have since been reported in southern Ontario. Based on the excavations at Thedford
 II (Deller and Ellis 1992), Fisher (Storck 1997) and Parkhill (Ellis and Deller 2000), the Parkhill phase sites
 provide the best published documentation on Mid-Paleoindian fluted points in the Northeast. Unfortunately,
 none of these sites have been radiocarbon dated. While a scatter of isolated Parkhill-related points have been
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 Figure 17. Examples of Michaud-Neponset isolated finds: a. the Leaman Hallett point, Mansfield,
 Massachusetts, b. the Intervale point, NH, c. the Dakins Farm point, Concord, MA.

 found across New York (Ritchie 1957:Plate 3A,a [Onondaga County] and 4A,a [Ulster County]; Abel and
 Fuerst 1999: 10-1 1 [Jefferson County]), no single component site has yet been reported. Superficially, both
 Barnes points and Michaud-Neponset points appear similar to the Cumberland points of the interior Mid-
 South (Anderson and Sassaman 1 996: 10-11,38). However, while some studies have lumped them together
 (Justice 1995:25-27), we believe there is not sufficient information to determine how these forms might be
 related.

 Geographical Extent
 While sites that produce these points are broadly distributed, they tend to occur more frequently in the

 northern portion of the New England-Maritimes region (Figure 16). In addition to Michaud and Neponset,
 these include the Templeton site in Connecticut (Moeller 1980); the Jackson-Gore site (Robinson and Crock
 2007) and Fairfax locality in Vermont (Loring 1 980:39-40); the Jefferson I, Jefferson III (locus 3), Potter and
 Colebrook sites in New Hampshire (Boisvert 1999; Bunker and Potter 1999; Boisvert 2008); the Cliche-
 Rancourt site (lower component) in Quebec (Chapdelaine 2004; 2007); and the Lautman (Wilson 2003) and
 Misery Stream (1 17. 149 MHPC site file) sites in Maine (Figure 16). To date, sites with these points have not
 been reported in the Canadian Maritimes. Three examples of isolated finds illustrated here include: the
 Leaman Hallett point, Mansfield, Massachusetts; the Dakins Farm point, Concord, Massachusetts; and the
 Intervale point, New Hampshire (Figure 17).

 Lithic correlates

 Although a wide range of lithic material occurs on these sites, two groups of regional lithics appear to
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 predominate in fluted points. One is the spherulitic flow-banded rhyolite from northern New Hampshire, the
 other is Munsungun chert, including red, black and banded varieties, from north central Maine. Other lithics,
 including several varieties of chert probably from eastern New York or western Vermont, are also represented
 in the assemblages from these sites.

 Dating
 Radiocarbon dates associated with these points have been reported from four sites within the region.

 These dates suggest that by 12,000 years ago, this style of fluted point was well established in the region and
 continued in use for at least another two centuries. Specific dates include 10,190 ± 300 BP from Templeton
 [W-3391] (Moeller 1980:31), 10,200 ± 620 BP from Michaud [Beta-15660] (Spiess and Wilson 1987:84),
 10,190 ± 60 BP from Neponset [Beta-75527, AMS] (Ritchie 1994) and 10,290 ± 170 BP from Colebrook
 [Beta- 107429] (Bunker and Potter 1999:70). When calibrated, these dates suggest that Colebrook is the
 earliest of the Michaud-Neponset sites occupied -12,000 cal yr BP while the remaining three all cluster
 around 1 1,800 years ago.

 CROWFIELD-RELATED POINTS

 These points are named after the Crowfield site in southwestern Ontario and are widely distributed there
 (Deller and Ellis 1984; 1992:40, Figure 34). Points of this style are a rare occurrence in the New England-
 Maritimes region.

 Description
 These are medium size points with a broad, almost pentagonal shape. They are thin, flat and delicate

 with strongly divergent sides that make them widest at mid-section. Some examples have distinct shoulders.
 Lateral grinding is common from mid-section to the base. Bases are narrow and have a shallow crescent-
 shaped concavity. Basal ears do not occur. Points are fluted on both faces. Flutes are frequently multiple
 and often extend the entire length of the point.

 Attributes (based on the Crowfield assemblage, Deller and Ellis 1992:41-3)
 1. Dimensions.

 Length: range 41.1 to 63.8 mm, average 54.7 mm.
 Medial width: range 22.3 to 35.4 mm, average 30.8 mm.
 Basal width: range 13.1 to 22.8 mm, average 17.9 mm.
 Thickness: range 3.2 to 5.7 mm, average 4.6 mm.

 2. Sides.

 Face angle: range 101° to 110°, average 107°
 Edge treatment: edge grinding on all completed specimens.

 3. Basal Treatment.

 Basal concavity: 0.4 to 4.2 mm, average 2.1 mm.
 Basal ears: 100% none, 0% slight, 0% distinct, 0% prominent.
 Basal concavities often show a fine continuous retouch.

 4. Fluting.
 All complete specimens are fluted on both faces. Most points exhibit broad multiple flutes on each face.

 Flute scars extend more than 2/3, and often the entire length, of the point.

 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 Although Ellis and Deller do not discuss a specific reduction sequence for these fluted points, they do
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 Figure 18. Examples of Crowfield-related points. A is a complete point from the Crowfield site, Ontario
 (cast courtesy of R.M. Gramly). B - D are basal fragments from the Reagen site, VT (drawings courtesy of
 Jim Petersen). E is the Trull Farm point from Lowell, MA.

 mention the presence of thirty-nine plano-convex bifaces that they consider preforms for tools, especially
 points (1984:45, Figures 14,15). This represents a significant change from Parkhill phase sites where the
 "direct thin flake manufacture" of fluted points was a minority trait (Ellis and Deller 2000:83-6).

 Variability
 Ellis and Deller note that the re-sharpening of tips is a distinctive feature of Crowfield points and that

 examples with distinct shoulders should be considered hafted knives rather than projectile points (1997:5).
 With the possible exception of one specimen from Reagen (Ritchie 1957:63 PI. 151), this form has not been
 reported in the New England-Maritimes region. A sample of at least seven Crowfield-related points is known
 from the Reagan site6. These points are slightly smaller then the Ontario examples, have a less pronounced
 face angle (average of 104°) and a tendency towards asymmetric bases (Figure 18).

 Comparables
 In addition to Crowfield, Deller and Ellis list several related sites and isolated finds in southern Ontario

 (1992:40, Figure 34). Other isolated finds have been reported from across New York (Ritchie 1957: Plate
 6B,D and Plate lOCc).

 Geographical Extent
 The only site with a clear Crowfield-related component in the New England-Maritimes region is the

 Reagen site in Highgate, Vermont. This multi-component Paleoindian site was discovered and collected by
 Ben Fisher and William Ross between 1922 and 1932. William Ritchie examined the site in 1950 and

 published summaries in 1953 and 1957. While Petersen had re-examined the surviving assemblage, many
 of the diagnostic points are no longer present. The Homestead Tree Farm site in Claverack, New York may
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 prove to be Crowfield-related (Ted Filli, personal communication 1/1 3/05; Schackne 2005 :29, Figure 2.2 #3).
 The Trull Farm point, Lowell, MA is one of the few isolated finds reported from the region (Spiess and
 Bradley 1996).

 Lithic correlates

 According to Ritchie, the majority of the Crowfield points from Reagen were of regional cherts from
 eastern New York and the Champlain valley. However, of the three surviving bases examined by Petersen,
 two are a weathered buff to tan felsite, possibly from the Mount Ascutney region, while the third is Cheshire
 quartzite.

 Dating
 At present, no radiocarbon dates have been reported for Crowfield-related points. Stylistically, however,

 we concur with Deller and Ellis (1984:45) that Crowfield points, rare as they are, appear to be the latest fully
 fluted points that occur in the New England-Maritimes region.

 CORMIER- NICHOLAS POINTS

 These points are named for the Janet Cormier site, Androscoggin County, Maine, discovered in 1997
 (Moore and Will 1998) and the Nicholas site, Oxford County, Maine, discovered in 1993 (Wilson et al.
 1995). These points closely resemble the Holcombe points of the Great Lakes Region.

 Description
 These are small to medium size points that often have an irregular lanceolate shape. They are usually

 thin and can be either lenticular or plano-convex in cross section. The sides are divergent, making these
 points widest at mid-section. Lateral grinding from mid-section to base occurs occasionally. Bases are narrow
 and have either a shallow crescent-shaped concavity or are flat. Basal ears do not occur. Fluting is highly
 variable; points may be fluted on both faces, one face only and not at all.

 The data on these points are based on assemblages from the Cormier, Nicholas, Reagen, Esker and
 Turkey Tracks 3 sites as well as three isolated finds7. For details, see Table 9 in the Appendix.

 Attributes

 1. Dimensions

 Length: range 41 to 54 mm, average 45 mm.
 Medial width: range 17 to 36 mm, average 26 mm.
 Basal width: range 10 to 27 mm, average 17 mm.
 Thickness: range 3 to 7 mm, average 5 mm.

 2. Sides

 Face angle: range 91° to 106°, average 98°.
 Edge treatment: occasional lateral grinding.

 3. Basal Treatment

 Basal concavity: 67% have shallow concavities (range 1 to 3.5 mm, average 2mm); 33% are flat.
 Basal ears: 100% none, 0% slight, 0% distinct, 0% prominent.

 4. Fluting
 In a major departure from the previous (and earlier) points, fluting is no longer used consistently in

 finishing the point. Instead, fluting has become highly variable. Some points are fluted on both faces (28%),
 others on one face only (34%) while many are fluted not at all (38%). This collapse of the highly formalized
 fluting tradition seen on Michaud-Neponset points is evidenced by the lack of a distinct medial ridge and the
 disappearance of careful platform and edge preparation on most specimens. Indeed, when they do occur, flute
 scars are short, irregular and often difficult to distinguish from simple basal thinning.
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 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 Fitting et al. (1966:61-3) propose that these points were produced through a three-stage process: rough

 preforms (type A), intermediate preforms (type B) and finished bifaces. It also appears that finished points
 were frequently made from flakes rather than through a process of bifacial reduction, a continuation of the
 trend discussed under Crowfield points above. While the data on reduction sequence from sites in the New
 England-Maritimes region is limited, the process appears to be consistent with that at Holcombe.

 Variability
 While these points appear to represent a breakdown in the formalized fluting tradition seen in Middle

 Paleoindian style points, they, nonetheless, fall into two distinct sub-groups. Those from the Cormier and
 Turkey Tracks sites are more reminiscent of the earlier fluted points. They are slightly larger, have a
 narrower face angle (94° average), more distinct basal concavities and are more likely to be fluted as well as
 laterally ground than the points from the other sites. By contrast, the points from the Nicholas, Esker and
 Reagen sites are smaller, have a greater face angle (103° average), a higher percentage of flat bases and are
 less likely to be fluted or laterally ground (Figure 19). In spite of these differences, points still appear to
 occur in two size ranges: medium (~70mm) and small (40-50mm) in both groups of sites.

 Function

 While these morphological changes certainly suggest functional changes, it remains unclear what those
 changes were. Given the informal nature of these points, it seems likely that they represent a return to the
 multi-purpose tool tradition, one in which a biface could serve several needs. However, hunting was certainly
 one of those functions. Many of the points analyzed (more than 60%) are bases snapped at mid-section. In
 addition, caribou bones have been identified from the Holcombe site (Cleland 1965) and large cervid
 (caribou/deer family) remains from the Cormier site. Cervid protein has also been reported on a flake
 detached from a flensing tool found at at the Jefferson IV site (Boisvert and Puseman 2002). Whether
 laterally ground or not, these points appear to have been hafted in much the same manner as earlier fluted
 points.

 Comparables
 Although a formal comparison has yet to be done, Cormier-Nicholas points appear to be very similar

 to the points from Holcombe Beach and related sites in southeastern Michigan (Fitting et al. 1966;
 DeVisscher and Wahla 1970). White lists twenty examples from northeast Indiana, most from the Valentine
 site (2006:34). A few isolated examples have also been reported from central New York (Funk 1 993 : 1 76-77,
 #12).

 Geographical Extent
 The distribution of these points within the region is not well understood at present. The Reagen site

 demonstrates their presence in the northern portion of the Champlain Valley while the Jefferson IV site
 documents their presence further east in northern New Hampshire. Several sites - Cormier, Turkey Tracks
 3, Nicholas and Esker - are located in central Maine (Figure 20). The Hidden Creek site in Connecticut may
 also be related (Jones 1997). The problem of visibility may be due in part to the unfamiliarity of the form.
 When more detailed examination of collections has occurred, for example in southeastern Massachusetts,
 these points are present (Bradley and Boudreau 2006).

 Lithic Correlates

 These points tend to be made from regional lithics and often have a more local origin. For example, the
 points from Reagen are made primarily from Hathaway or other Hudson-Champlain Valley cherts. The
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 Figure 19. Examples of Cormier-Nicholas points. A - E are all from the Cormier site, ME (courtesy of
 Richard Will). F - K are from the Reagen site, VT. K appears to be a point preform (drawings courtesy of Jim
 Petersen).

 Jefferson IV, Cormier and Nicholas points are all Mt. Jasper or Jefferson spherulitic flow-banded rhyolite.
 The three isolated finds from Southeast Massachusetts are either regional felsites or argillite. In general,
 assemblages from these sites tend to be homogeneous in terms of lithics rather than heterogeneous. However,
 the Turkey Tracks 3 site contains points of Cheshire quartzite and Munsungun chert as well as northern New
 Hampshire rhyolite, so generalizations remain risky.

 Dating
 Radiocarbon dates associated with these points have been reported from at least two sites within the

 region. A sample of spruce charcoal recovered by Richard Will at the Cormier site returned a date of 10,240
 ± 90 BP [Beta- 126645] (Richard Will, personal communication). A second sample of spruce charcoal, this
 one from the Esker site, also excavated by Richard Will, returned a date of 10,090 ± 70 BP [Beta- 103284]
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 Figure 20. Map showing location of Cormier-Nicholas related sites and isolated finds.

 (Will 1998; Spiess et al. 1998:218). When calibrated, these dates support the impression that the Cormier
 site, at ~1 1 ,792 years ago, is older and the Esker site, at ~1 1 ,603 years ago, is younger. One of the two dates
 reported from Hidden Creek, 10,260 ± 70 [Beta- 1268 17], is comparable to the Cormier date; the other is a
 millennium younger (Jones and Forrest 2003:77).

 These dates are significant for two reasons. The first is that they correlate with the two morphological
 sub-groups discussed above. The points from Cormier (and the Turkey Tracks 3 site), which are more likely
 to be fluted, are associated with the older date, while the essentially unfluted points from Esker (as well as
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 Nicholas and Reagen sites) are associated with the younger one. Second, these dates occur in close proximity
 to the termination of the Younger Dryas chronozone. As has been argued elsewhere (Newby et al. 2005) this
 episode of abrupt climate change would have had a significant impact on the Paleoindian population of the
 region. In particular, the rapid shift from an open environment to a closed one would have required equally
 rapid adjustments to the hunting tool kit as major prey species changed. To us, it is no coincidence that the
 highly formalized (and probably specialized) use of fluted points breaks down during this period of abrupt
 climate change.

 LATE PALEOINDIAN FORMS (-11,600 TO 10,800 CAL YR BP)
 AGATE BASIN-RELATED POINTS

 These points are named after the Agate Basin site in Wyoming and are a well-recognized Late
 Paleoindian style on the northwestern High Plains (Frison and Stanford 1982). In the Great Lakes region,
 these are often described as "Piano" points. While these points occur throughout the New England-Maritimes
 region, no single component, dated site has yet been identified. As a result, we have not proposed a regional
 name for this form.

 Description
 These are medium to large points with an elongated lanceolate shape and a broadly lenticular cross-

 section. They are robustly, often collaterally, flaked and usually have a distinct medial ridge. The sides are
 finished with fine pressure flaking and are strongly divergent making these points widest at or near mid-
 section. The lower lateral edges are often ground. Bases are narrow and range from slightly concave to
 convex. Basal grinding is common. These points are basally thinned but not fluted.

 The data on these points are based on assemblages from the Plenge, Reagen, Mitis, Cliche-Rancourt
 (upper component) and Thorne sites as well as seven isolated finds8. For details, see Table 10 in the
 Appendix.

 Attributes

 1. Dimensions

 Length: range 55 to 1 18 mm, average 81 mm.
 Medial width: range 19 to 40 mm, average 28 mm.
 Basal width: range 10 to 22 mm, average 15 mm.
 Thickness: range 4 to 8 mm, average 6 mm.

 2. Sides

 Face angle: range 96° to 107°, average 102°.
 Edge treatment: lateral grinding is common.

 3. Basal Treatment

 Basal shape varies considerably. Of the twenty-one examples analyzed, seven (33%) have a shallow
 concave base, nine (38%) have a flat base, while the remaining six have bases that are convex to varying
 degrees. The majority of bases (55%) show evidence of grinding. Basal ears: 100% none, 0% slight, 0%
 distinct, 0% prominent.
 4. Fluting. None of these points are fluted.

 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 While Frison and Stanford describe the production of Agate Basin points on the High Plains (1982:80-

 81), no comparable discussion has occurred for these bifaces east of the Great Lakes.
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 Figure 21. Examples of Agate Basin-related points. A - D are bases from the Reagen site, VT (drawings
 courtesy of Jim Petersen). E is a base from the Thorne site, NH. F - H are isolated finds from Southeast
 Massachusetts.

 Variability
 These points appear to occur in two size groups: medium (~70mm) and large (~100mm). Still, they are

 remarkably consistent in overall shape and proportions. The two notable variables are basal shape and the
 overall shape of the sides. In terms of basal shape, most points have either a flat or slightly (lmm) concave
 or convex proximal end (Figure 21). Only the Cliche-Rancourt points have distinctly convex bases
 (Chapdelaine 2007:88 Figure 3.9 d,e,f). In terms of lateral shape, the great majority of points have straight
 sides with obtuse angled shoulders. A small subset of points (-20%) have curved sides and are more
 reminiscent of the Agate Basin points from the western Plains. One stemmed example (a Hell Gap-style
 point) also has been reported from the region (Spiess 1992).

 Function

 On sites of the High Plains, these points are clearly associated with large animal hunting, specifically
 bison. As Frison and Stanford observe, these points are "structurally sound, haft well, penetrate easily and
 are extremely lethal when used with either a throwing stick or a thrusting spear" (1982:81). While no faunal
 remains have been found in association with these points in the East, we assume that they were used for large
 animal hunting as well (Figure 22). Nearly 70% of the points analyzed are bases snapped at mid-section and
 many also show evidence of basal damage. However, the rounded tips on several examples, as well as pieces
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 Figure 22 (left). Schematic drawing of an Agate Basin hafting scheme (after
 Frison 1974). This hafting scheme, proposed by George Frison for Hell Gap
 points, addresses the difficulty of hafting a point with a tapered base. The distal
 end of the shaft was split down the mddle and the sides wedged apart. Seating
 grooves were then cut into each side perpendicular to the split. Once the point
 was seated, the joint was secured with tar/pitch and lashings. Frison's experimen-
 tal studies indicated that the best results occurred when the point was attached
 directly to the end of an 11 foot long spear (Jeff Boudreau).

 that were asymmetrically re-sharpened (such as the Mitis example),
 suggest that these bifaces could serve as hafted knives as well as projectile
 points.

 Comparables
 The term "Piano" has often been used to describe these, and indeed,

 all the Late Paleoindian unfluted points that occur from the Great Lakes
 eastward. For example, Wright includes both Agate Basin and the
 subsequent Ste. Anne-Varney ("Eden") style points in his discussion of
 Piano culture (1995:105-6). This lumping has resulted in considerable
 confusion over the distribution of these points across the Northeast.
 Although apparently not as common as other Late Paleoindian styles,
 Agate Basin-related points do occur in the Lower Great Lakes. White
 reports twenty-two examples for northeastern Indiana (2006:37). Several
 examples also have been reported from western and central New York
 (Hamell 1966; Funk and Schambach 1964). These points are also well
 represented at the Plenge and Great Meadows sites located in the Delaware
 River Valley just beyond the southern boundary of the New England-
 Maritimes region (Kraft 1973:81-83).

 Geographical Extent
 Within the New England-Maritimes region, these points are broadly, if thinly, distributed, especially

 along the eastern and northern edges (Figure 23). A series of isolated finds have been reported in the mid-
 Hudson valley (Funk and Schambach 1 964; Schackne 2005). These points are very similar to those described
 from the Plenge site (Kraft 1 973 : 8 1 -83). Further north, these points have been recovered from the Mazza and
 Reagen sites in western Vermont (Robinson and Crock 2006; Ritchie 1957, Plate 18 K, P). At least three
 other sites have been reported further east in Quebec: the Cliche-Rancourt site on Lake Megantic
 (Chapdelaine 2007), and the Mitis and Le Martre (station 16) sites on the south side of the St. Lawrence River
 on the Gaspe peninsula (Dumais 2000:93-97; Chalifoux 1999:73, Figure 3). Among the many quarry-related
 sites found at Munsungun, Bonnichsen excavated one ( 1 54.7) that produced a large number of broken points
 and preforms that relate to this tradition. This site remains unpublished. At present, the Thorne site, located
 near the Ossippe Lake outlet in southern New Hampshire is the only single component site that clearly relates
 to this tradition (Boisvert 2003/4).

 Elsewhere within the region, isolated finds have been reported from three sites in Southeast
 Massachusetts (Bradley and Boudreau 2006); from Sidney, Maine (Spiess 1992); and from the Graveyard
 Point site in northern Maine (Doyle et al. 1985:4-5, Figures 2-3). A large biface (probably a late stage
 preform) was excavated at the Weirs Beach site located at the outlet of Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire
 and may relate to this tradition (Bolian 1980).
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 Figure 23. Map showing location of Agate Basin-related sites and isolated finds.

 Lithic Correlates

 Generally these points are made from regional, even locally available, lithics. For example, Normanskill
 cherts dominate in the mid-Hudson Valley, Gaspe chert in the lower St. Lawrence valley and local felsites
 in Southeast Massachusetts. However, more diverse materials were used as well. Two of the Reagen points
 are Onondaga chert while a third example is made from Cheshire quartzite, and all the points from Cliche-
 Rancourt are Mt. Kineo rhyolite from northern Maine.
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 Dating
 No C-14 dates have been reported in direct association with diagnostic examples of Agate Basin-related

 points in the New England-Maritimes region. The large biface from Weir's Beach may relate to this tradition.
 It was recovered in association with a hearth that produced a radiocarbon date of 9,6 1 5 ± 225 B.P. (GX-4569)
 or -10,908 years ago (Bolian 1980).

 LATE PALEOINDIAN FORMS (-10,800 TO 10,000 CAL YR BP)
 STE. ANNE-VARNEY POINTS

 These points are named for the Ste. Anne-des-Monts site located on the Gaspe Peninsula of Quebec and
 excavated by Jose Benmouyal during the 1 970s (Benmouyal 1987), and the Varney Farm site, Turner, Maine
 excavated by Jim Petersen during the 1990s. Varney was the first single component, dated site associated
 with these points in New England (Petersen et al. 2000). In the Great Lakes region, these are usually
 described as "Piano" points.

 Description
 These are long, thin, narrow points with a lenticular cross-section and either an elongated, lanceolate

 shape with a slightly contracting base or a parallel-sided shape with a squared-off base. They are more gracile
 than Agate Basin-style points although they share many of the same traits. These include precise collateral
 or parallel flaking that often results in a distinct medial ridge and delicate pressure flaking to true up the
 edges. The lower lateral edges occasionally show evidence of grinding. Small side notches just above the
 base occur on a minority of points. Bases are narrow, flat or very shallowly concave and are often ground.
 These points are not fluted.

 The data on these points are based on assemblages from the Lower Saranac, Thompson's Island, Reagen,
 Varney Farm, Pittston Farm and Ponkapoag sites as well as the Meredith cache and six isolated finds9. For
 details, see Table 1 1 in the Appendix.

 Attributes

 1. Dimensions

 Length: range 91 to 178 mm, average 118 mm.
 Medial width: range 15 to 29 mm, average 22 mm.
 Basal width: range 12 to 24 mm, average 18 mm.
 Thickness: range 4 to 13 mm, average 7 mm.

 2. Sides

 Face angle: range 89° to 99°, average 93°.
 Edge treatment: some degree of lateral grinding on -50% of the specimens.

 3. Basal Treatment

 Basal shape varies considerably. Of the twenty-six examples analyzed, five (19%) have a shallow
 concave base, eighteen (69%) have a flat base, while the remaining three (12%) have slightly convex bases.
 The majority of bases (55%) show some evidence of grinding. Basal ears: 100% none, 0% slight, 0% distinct,
 0% prominent.
 4. Fluting. None of these points are fluted.

 Interpretive Issues

 Reduction Sequence
 As with the preceding Agate Basin-related points, no detailed study of the lithic reduction process has

 been conducted on Ste. Anne- Varney points within the region. Still, the fine debitage produced by parallel-
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 Figure 24. Examples of Ste. Anne-Varney points from the Varney Farm site, ME. (courtesy
 of Archaeological Research Consultants, Inc. Ellsworth, ME). A has an elongated, leaf-shape
 with a slightly contracting base. C and E have more parallel sides and a squared-off base.
 Note the small side notch of the left side of C. D is probably a re-based tip.

 flaking has produced a means to identify sites of this tradition even when no bifaces were recovered (Boisvert
 and Bennett 2004; Doyle et al. 1985: 10, 32 figure 22).

 Variability
 As Petersen et al. (2000: 123, figure 6) have observed, these points occur in two basic forms. One has

 an elongated, leaf-shape with a slightly contracting base (Figure 24A); the other has a long parallel-sided
 shape with a squared-off base (Figure 24C and E). The two forms appear to be more or less equally
 distributed (55% of the sample have contracting bases, 45% square bases). Most assemblages include both
 forms. It is not clear whether these are stylistic or functional differences. Small side notches located within
 1 cm of the base are a minority trait and occur on roughly 20% of reported points, regardless of form.
 Although these points were made in a highly standardized manner, the choice of lithic material did affect
 dimensions, especially thickness (Figure 25). Chert points tend to be longer, thinner and show more delicate
 flaking than those of felsite, argillite, hornfels or quartzite.
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 Figure 25. Examples of Ste. Anne-Varney points, isolated finds from eastern New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
 A is a point with a broken base from Concord, MA (Courtesy of the Concord Museum). B is the Rockingham point
 from Newmarket, NH (courtesy of the New York State Museum). C and D are from the Eel River area, Plymouth,
 MA. E is from Ponkapoag Pond, Canton, MA.

 Function

 Given their length and delicacy, these points appear to be a specialized hunting tool, one designed for
 piercing. Like the more extreme style of Michaud-Neponset points, they are too thin and gracile to have been
 used for cutting, butchering or other heavy work. Once again, the large majority of points examined are
 represented by snapped fragments, both bases and tips. While there is limited evidence for re-tipping broken
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 bases, there appears to have been a strong tradition of re-basing tips (Figure 24D). The resulting elongated
 triangular points (50-70 mm in length) occur in several site assemblages including Lower Saranac,
 Thompson's Island and Varney.

 Comparables
 Like Agate Basin-related points, Ste. Anne-Varney points have often been included into the "Piano"

 category in the Great Lakes (Julig 2002: 140,306; Wright 1995: 105-6). Within the region, they also have
 been described as "Eden-like" points (Johnson and Mahlstedt 1 984:58-9; Hoffman 1 99 1 : 1 0- 1 1 ). For reviews
 of how these points relate to comparable forms in the Great Lakes, see Dumais 2000, and Petersen et al. 2000.

 Geographical Extent
 Within the region, these points are widely distributed (Figure 26), especially across the northern portion,

 although taxonomic problems have tended to obscure their presence. Important sites are located along the
 St. Lawrence River in Ontario: Thompson Island (Ritchie 1965:18; Wright 1995:107) and Quebec: Bic,
 Rimouski, Mitis, Ste. Anne-des-Monts and La Martre as well as on interior sites along the Chaudiere River
 and in the Temiscouata Lake region (Dumais 2000; Chalifoux 1999). Three sites have been reported in the
 Lake Champlain drainage: Lower Saranac in New York (Hartgen 1991) as well as Reagen and Otter Creek
 #2 in Vermont (Ritchie 1957, Plate 18 A, I; Ritchie 1979). Many isolated finds have been reported from
 interior northern New England, especially in Maine (Doyle et al. 1985), and recently several sites have been
 discovered as well. These include the 27-HB-l site in Merrimack, New Hampshire (Boisvert and Bennett
 2004) and a number of sites in Maine with similarities to the Varney Farm. Among these are the Pittson Farm
 (Doyle et al. 1985), Guzzle and 129.05 (Will and Moore 2002), 7.55 in Bar Mills (Moore and Will 2003) and
 Eddington Bend (Sanger et al. 2003).

 The situation is less clear in southern New England where many specimens have been reported but only
 a few verified and published. These include isolated finds from the Concord River (Bradley and Boudreau
 2007:13-14), Ponkapoag Pond in Canton (reported here) and Locus 1 at Annasnappet Pond in Carver
 (Doucette 2003:91-2). Other significant loci in Southeast Massachusetts include several specimens from the
 Eel River, Plymouth (Bradley and Boudreau 2008) and a significant site assemblage from the North River
 in Marshfield (Hallaran 1988:19-20 and Plate 1; Ives and Ritchie 2004). Several isolated finds have been
 reported from the adjacent Taunton River drainage but require verification (Taylor 2001). Hidden Creek in
 Ledyard, CT is one of the few sites in southern New England that may relate to this tradition. While no
 complete points were recovered, Jones observed that the "fragments suggest lanceolate points with squared
 bases" (Jones 1997:56).

 Finally, two caches of probable Ste. Anne-Varney points have been reported. Willoughby mentioned
 a group of "36 finely chipped and slender blades of felsite" found in Meredith, NH in the 1880s and
 illustrated three of them (Willoughby 1935: 126 and Figure 63b). During the 1981 MHC survey of collections
 at Harvard's Peabody Museum, the late Fred Carty examined two of these points. He described them as
 "Piano-Eden like," very thin in cross section and of excellent quality flaking. Both were made of gray/green
 felsite with angular white phenocrysts that Carty believed could have originated from either Mt. Kineo or the
 Boston Basin. One of the surviving bifaces also had extensive polish on the dorsal arrises, an indication that
 it probably traveled in a bag or pouch. An additional check of the museum's records from these points (PH
 ACC. #84/21/33399) indicated that "more than 40 of these were found together near a stump of a large
 decayed pine tree" by Rev. G. F. Bard in 1881 (Carty 1981). A second cache of twelve points was found
 along the Bass River on Cape Cod in the 1950s. Dunford and O'Brien report that these "Late Paleoindian
 points" were made of Kineo felsite (1997:34-6).

 Lithic Correlates

 Ste. Anne-Varney points are usually made from lithics specific to the region or even localities within
 it. For example, Gaspe cherts predominate along the St. Lawrence River while local felsites and quartzites
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 Figure 26. Map showing location of Ste. Anne-Varney related sites and isolated finds.

 are most common in eastern Massachusetts. In Maine, the Ordovician cherts and mudstones used to make
 these points tend to be less silicified and less waxy in luster than those chosen by earlier Paleoindians.
 Although these points are made from a wide range of materials across the region, individual assemblages tend
 to be more homogeneous than heterogeneous. Still, some exotic examples occur and these, plus the two
 caches, indicate that long distance transport still took place.
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 Dating
 While at least four sites have produced C- 14 dates, these raise almost as many questions as they answer.

 Six radiocarbon dates, all from Fea. 3, have been reported from the Varney Farm. An initial sample of spruce
 charcoal returned a date of 9,4 1 0 ± 1 90 BP [Beta-79658] or -1 0,6 1 6 cal yr BP. Although the five subsequent

 dates are all younger, from 8,700 ± 60 to 8,380 ± 100 BP or -9,668 to 9,435 years ago, Petersen has argued
 that the original date is most likely correct (Petersen et al. 2000: 127-28). Additional support for Ste. Anne-
 Varney points dating before 10,000 years ago comes from the Hidden Creek in Connecticut. In addition to
 the 10,260 ± 70 BP date discussed under Nicholas-Cormier points above, a second date of 9,150 ± 40 BP
 [Beta- 149920] was obtained from the site (Jones and Forrest 2003:77). This date is well within the range
 reported for the Varney Farm.

 On the other hand, three sites have produced even younger radiocarbon dates. These include Claude
 Chapdelaine's three dates from Rimouski that range between 8, 1 50 ± 1 30 BP [Beta-477978] and 7,500 ± 1 50
 BP [Beta-47979] or -9,101 to 8,300 years ago, Hartgen's date of 7,080 ± 90 BP [Beta-36198] or -7,898 years
 ago from the Lower Saranac site, and BenmouyaPs original date of 5,960 ± 1 00 BP [QU-347] or -6,802 years
 ago from the Ste. Anne-des-Monts site. These dates have been considered too young by most researchers and
 questions have been raised about sample integrity and association in each case (see Dumais 2000: 103-5 and
 Petersen et al. 2000:130-34 for original references and discussion).

 Dumais concludes that a date range of 9,500 to 9,000 BP, or - 10,800 to 10,100 years ago is reasonable
 for these points (2000: 103-5). We concur with this estimate. It also fits well with the reported dates from
 Sheguiandah, a Late Paleoindian site on Manitoulin Island in Lake Huron. Although outside the New
 England-Maritime Region, this site has produced several radiocarbon dates that suggest occupation occurred
 ca. 9,500 BP, or -10,800 years ago (Julig 2002:302-3).

 SUMMING UP

 So, what's the point? We hope to move the discussion forward - in this case by providing a set of
 definitions for further testing, definitions that may help us better understand one of the most dynamic periods
 of human occupation in northeastern North America.

 Based on the information presented, here are initial answers to the questions posed at the beginning of
 this article:

 1 . Do Clovis points occur in the New England-Maritimes region? No. While the earliest points in the
 region are clearly Clovis-derived, they do not meet Morrow's definition of Clovis.

 2. What are the earliest Paleoindian bifaces that do occur and how do they relate to the Early
 Paleoindian bifaces in adjacent regions such as the Great Lakes and Mid-Atlantic? Strongest correlations
 are with the well-defined point styles of the Great Lakes. This is especially the case with Early (Gainey,
 Butler) and Middle Paleoindian (Barnes, Holcombe) point styles. Aside from the presence of Pennsylvania
 jasper, there is little evidence of direct relationships with the Mid- Atlantic region during the Early and Middle
 Paleoindian periods.

 3. Are there stylistic, technological and distributional patterns specific to the New England-Maritimes
 region? While there are important similarities between the Great Lakes and the New England-Maritimes
 region, there are also notable differences. Vail-Debert points, other than as hafted knives, appear to be a
 phenomenon specific to the northern portion of the New England-Maritimes region and appear to represent
 a distinct Paleoindian population. Crowfield points have a very limited presence in New England-Maritimes
 region; Hi-Lo points do not occur at all. Late Paleoindian points are predominantly Agate Basin-related and
 Ste. Anne- Varney. There is very little evidence of Dalton-related points in New England-Maritimes region.

 4. Which traits are the best indicators of cultural and chronological affiliation? The presence or
 absence of fluting, what kind of preparation was required and when in the reduction process fluting occurred.
 Basal treatment, especially overall shape, basal depth (or its lack) and the presence or absence of basal ears.
 General trend towards smaller, thinner, less robust points with narrower bases over time. Less evidence for
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 long distance procurement of preferred lithies and increasing use of regional, even localized, sources over
 time.

 5. What needs to be done next? Here are five recommendations: (1) Build a regional data base of
 Paleoindian sites and isolated finds in order to test further the seriation model presented here. (2) Continue
 to add chronological associations from both the archaeological and environmental records. (3) Develop a
 clearer understanding of how these bifaces fit into the overall tool assemblage. What was their function(s)
 and how did these change over time? (4) Expand the analyses of debitage and use-wear in order to build
 stronger interpretative contexts for how these bifaces were made and used. (5) Begin to develop a more
 quantified approach to lithic sourcing. This includes a better understanding of variability within source areas,
 and building a set of analytical tools (destructive and non-destructive) that can track a particular lithic from
 its geological source through its history of use and reuse to its ultimate loss or discard.

 To what degree does continuity characterize the Paleoindian archaeological record within the New
 England - Maritimes region? If there is change over time in point attributes, or a consistent seriation tied to
 a radiocarbon-based chronology, is that change gradual or are there abrupt breaks or periods of rapid change?
 As more Paleoindian sites are discovered in the region, we will be interested to see whether the points fit into
 these modal forms or are intermediate in form. Blurring of these modal forms would support the hypothesis
 of gradual change.
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 END NOTES

 1 Measurements for Kings Road-Whipple points (Table 3) are from the following sources: the Kings Road/Swale sites,
 NY (Bradley and Boudreau 2007); the Whipple site, NH (after Curran 1984) plus an additional specimen recorded by
 Boisvert; the DEDIC/Sugarloaf site, MA (after Gramly 1998) and the Adkins site, ME (after Gramly 1988) as well as
 three isolated finds from private collections: the Hubbard point, Hadley, MA; the Gray point, Massabesic Lake, NH;
 and the Thompson point, Mexico, ME. The authors' data sheets on the measurements for these and subsequent points
 are available upon request.
 Measurements for Vail-Debert Points (Table 5) are from the following sources: the Vail site, ME (Gramly 1982 as

 updated by Spiess 1/07, also Ellis 2004); the Debert site, NS (Ellis 2004 as updated by Spiess 1/07) plus three isolated
 finds: the Clayton point, Flagstaff Lake, ME (Spiess and Wilson 1987:199), the Quaco Head point, NB (Keenlyside
 1985:86), and the Piscataguog point, NH (Boisvert 1994).
 * Measurements for Bull Brook- West Athens Hill points (Table 6) are irom the following sources: the Bull Brook site,
 MA (Grimes 1979:1 16 and Jordan 1960:90 plus measurements by Spiess 1/2005 from photographs of artifacts in the
 R. S. Peabody Museum, Andover, MA); the West Athens Hill site, NY (Funk 2004:32-6 plus an additional specimen
 recorded by Bradley); the Wapanucket #8 site, MA (Bradley and Boudreau 2006) and the Dam site, ME (recorded by
 Spiess 1/2006) plus four isolated finds: the Old Post Road point, Ghent, NY (Ted Filli, personal communication), the
 Copeland point, Ossipee, NH (Sargent 1 973), the Haggett point, Boothbay, ME (Spiess and Wilson 1987:1 96), and the
 Kingsclear point, NB (Keenlyside 1985).
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 4 Funk's decision to use the term "Cumberland-Barnes type" was based in part on a conversation with Bradley in March
 1999.

 5 Measurements for Michaud-Neponset points (Table 8) are from the following sources: the Michaud site, ME (Spiess
 and Wilson 1987, updated by Spiess 1/2005); the Neponset site, MA (Carty and Spiess 1992, updated by Spiess 1/2005);
 the Fairfax locality, VT (Loring 1980:23, 39-40); and the Lautman site, ME (Wilson 2003: 12) plus four isolated finds:
 the Dakins Farm point, Concord, MA (Bradley 2007), the Leaman Hallett point, MA (Bradley and Boudreau 2008), the
 Ellsworth noint MA (Sargent 1971^ and the Tntervale noint NH (measurements bv Roisvert 1998V

 6 Ritchie reported at least six examples (1957, Plate 15E, I, and J and Plate 18L, M and N). Two of these, Plate 18L,
 M, plus a third base not illustrated by Ritchie, were examined by Bradley with the late Jim Petersen on 10/30/2002.
 Measurements for Cormier-Nicholas points (Table 9) are from the following sources: the Cormier site, ME (recorded

 by Spiess 7/2007); the Nicholas site, ME (recorded by Spiess 11/2004); the Esker site, ME (recorded by Spiess
 1 1/2004); the Turkey Tracks 3 site, ME (recorded by Spiess 1 1/2007) and the Reagan site, VT (after Ritchie 1957 and
 specimens examined by Bradley with the late Jim Petersen on 10/30/2002) plus three isolated finds from Southeast
 Massachusetts (Bradley and Boudreau 2007).

 8 Measurements for Agate Basin-related points (Table 10) are from the following sources: the Plenge and Great
 Meadows sites, NJ (Kraft 1973:81-3); the Thome site, NH (Boisvert 2003/4); the Reagen site, VT (Ritchie 1957 and
 specimens examined by Bradley with the late Jim Petersen on 10/30/2002); the Cliche-Rancourt site, QE (Chapdelaine
 2007) and the Mitis site, QE (Dumais 2000) plus seven isolated finds. Four of these are from the mid-Hudson Valley;
 three were examined courtesy of Ted Filli (Schackne 2005), The fourth was reported by Funk and Schambach 1964.
 The remaining three isolated finds are from Southeast Massachusetts (Bradley and Boudreau 2006).
 9 Measurement for Ste. Anne-Varney points (Table 11) are from the following sources: the Lower Saranac site,
 Pittsburgh, NY (Hartgen 1991); Thompson's Island, ON (Ritchie 1965:18, Plate 3); Reagen, VT (Ritchie 1957 and
 specimens examined by Bradley with the late Jim Petersen on 10/30/2002); Varney Farm, ME (Petersen et al. 2000),
 Pittston Farm, ME (Doyle et al. 1985) and the Ponkapoag site (Bradley and Boudreau 2008) plus the Meredith cache
 (Willoughby 1935:126 and Fred Carty, unpublished notes 1/21/81) and six isolated finds: the Rockingham point, NH
 (Ritchie 1965:17 Plate 2); the Eddington Bend point, ME (Sanger et al. 2003:138-39); the Moose River-Brassua and
 West Grand Lake Thoroughfare points, ME (Doyle et al. 1985:7-8, Figures 12,13 and 16); the Great Meadows point,
 Concord, MA (Bradley and Boudreau 2006) and the Eel River point (Bradley and Boudreau 2008).
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 APPENDIX: DATA TABLES

 KlngsRoad/Swale I Whipple I DEDIC/Sugarloaf I Adklns I Isolated Finds I TOTALS "

 length

 ledlal width 26-33mm 28mm 5 28.9-34.lmm 31.4mm 4 23.5-33.2mm 26.8mm 5 26.5-34mm 30.3mm 2 29-37,7mm 32.9mm 3 29.4mm 19
 basal width 25-34mm 30.4mm 5 25. 6-31. 7mm 28.8mm 4 21.1-32mm 28.5mm 5 26-28.4mm 27.2mm 2 26-38.4mm 31.3mm 3 28.6mm 19

 thlckne- 4.5-7mm 5.1mm 5

 face angle 90°-92° 91.3° 4 93°-94° 93.3° 4 89°-92° 91° 5 91°-94° 92.5° 2 90o-93° 91.8° 3 91.9° 18
 slight -3 slight -4 slight -3 slight -10

 basal ean none -2

 frasal depth 3-6mm 4.1mm 4 4-10mm 7.2mm 7 3.9-7mm 5.4mm 5 6-7. 2mm 6.6mm 2 3. 5-10. 3mm 5.9mm 3 5.9mm 21

 Table 3. Metric data on Kings Road - Whipple points.

 Vail and Kill site #1 I Debert " I Isolated Finds [ TOTALS
 length 47-125mm 82.5mm 9 40-109mm 64.4mm 5 77-lllmm 92mm 3 79.6mm 17

 ledlal width 25.7-39mm 31.2mm 25 22.2-35mm 29mm 13 27-35mm 30mm 3 30mm 41
 basal width 24.3-34mm 29,8mm 33 24-35.5mm 30.6mm 9 26-33mm 28mm 3 29.5mm 45
 thickness 5.6-12.8mm 7.4mm 29 6.4-llmm 8.2mm 11 8mm 8mm 1 7.9mm 41
 face angle 87°-96° 92° 42 77°-94° 88° 16 90°-93° 91° 3 90.3° 61

 distinct -3 distinct - 3

 slight -12 slight -4 slight -16
 basal ean none -28

 basal depth ~6T4.8mm

 Table 5. Metric data on Vail-Debert points.

 Bull Brook | West Athens Hill Wapanucket #8

 length 41-145mm 70mm 10 36-71mm 49mm 3 38-46mm 42mm 2

 ledlal width 18-37mm 27mm 34 21-37mm 27mm 6 21-27mm 24mm 7 22-24.8mm 23.5mm 2 24-28mm 25mm 4 26.4mm 53
 basal width 24-33mm 26mm 36 21-33mm 26mm 6 20-26mm 23.5mm 6 22-23.5mm 22.8mm 2 22-29mm 24mm 4 25.5mm 54

 thickness

 face angle 87°-96° 90° 32 91°-94° 92° 6 90°-96° 93° 6 90o-95° 92.5° 2 91°-93° 92° 4 91° 50

 prominent-1 prominent-1
 distinct -2 distinct -1 distinct -0 distinct -1 distinct -4

 slight -18 slight -3 slight -2 slight -2 slight -1 slight - 26
 basal ears none -18

 basal depth 3.4-8. 3mm

 Table 6. Metric data on Bull Brook - Whipple points.

 Michaud I Neponset I Fairfax locality I Lautman "" Isolated Finds I TOTALS

 length 66mm 66mm 1 56- 107mm 81mm 3 49mm 49mm 1 53mm 53mm 1 45-115mm 83mm 3 66mm 9
 ledlal width 23-27mm 25mm 3 24-36mm 25mm 8 19-22mm 20mm 4 25mm 25mm 1 17-31mm 24mm 4 23.8mm 20
 basal width 22-28mm 24mm 4 20-30mm 24mm 6 19-24mm 22mm 4 ~29mm ~29mm 1 22-27mm 24mm 4 24mm 19

 thickness 5-6mm 5.5mm 4

 face angle 92°-93° 93° 3 88°-94° 91° 6 90°-96° 93.5° 4 92°

 prominent-1 prominent -2 prominent-6
 prominent -2 distinct -2 distinct -1 distinct -7

 basal ears distinct -2

 basal depth 3.4-7mm 5mm 4 3-7mm 5mm 4 4-5mm 4.3mm 4 0 3-8mm 4.8mm 4 4.8mm 16

 Table 8. Metric data on Michaud-Neponset points.
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 Cormier I Turfcevtrecta 3 I Nkhol«« I Reagan [ E«ker I Isolated find* I TOTALS
 length 54mm 54mm 1 48mm 48mm 1 44mm 44mm 1

 iedial width 23-30mm 25.6mm 11 19-23mm 21.8mm 5 20-26mm 23.7mm 4 31-44mm 36mm 5 25.6mm 1 17-24mm 20.6mnn 3 26mm 29
 b-i width 21-27mm 23mm 11 17-22mm 19.7mm 4 15-17.6mm 16.3mm 4 10-16mm 13.7mm 9 18mm 1 13-19mm 16.7mm 3 17mm 32
 thlckweei 3.1-6.3mm 4.8mm 11 4-5.4mm 4.6mm 5 4.2-6.7mm 5.4mm 4 3-5mm 4mm 4 3.7mm 1 5-6mm 5.3mm 3 4.8mm 28
 face angle 92°-96e 94° 9 91°-96° 94.3° 3 100o-104° 102° 3 97°-106° 101° 9 105° 1 95°-100° 96.8° 3 98° 28

 ba»al ean none

 shallow

 shallow (8) shallow (3) (2) 1- shallow (20)
 l-4.9mm; shallow(3) shallow (3) .5-1. 5mm; 1.5mm; 2.3mm;

 b- al depth! flat (2) | 2.9mm | 10 1 2.5-4mm | 3.5mm | 3 | l-3.5mm | 1.8mm | 4 | flat (6) | lmm j 9 j flat 1 | fiat (1) j .8mm | 3| flat (10) | 30

 Table 9. Metric data on Nicholas-Cormier points.

 Menga/Great Meadow I Reagen I Clicne-Rancourt | Mitto I Thome I Isolated find* I TOTALS "~"
 iength 71mm 71mm _1

 tediai width 23-28mm 25mm 8 35-40mm 36.8mm 4 20-27mm 24mm 3 19-28mm 23.6mm 3 28.2mm 1 25-37mm 30.6mm 7 28.2mm 26
 baiai width 12-17mm 14mm 3 15-22mm 17.8mm 4 10-13mm 11.7mm 3 10-18mm 14.3mm 3 13mm 1 ll-18mm 14.3mm 4 14.5mm 21

 thtekne- 5.4-7.8mm 6.5mm 8 5-10mm 7mm 4

 face angle 101° 101° 3 100°-107o 103.5° 4 96°-104° 99.7° 3 96.5°-102° 99.8° 3 106° 1 101o-103° 102.3° 7 101.8° 21

 basal ear« none

 shallow (2) shallow (1) shallow (3) shallow (7)
 shallow (1) l-1.5mm; flat(l) .5-lmm flat (8)

 basal shape convex (2) lmm 3 flat (2) 1.3mm 4 convex ^^^^ 3 convex (1) lmm 3 flat 1 flat (4) .8mm 7 convex (6) 21

 Table 10. Metric data on Agate Basin-related points.

 Lower Saranac, NY Thompson's Island, Ont

 iength

 tedial width 22-27mm 23.5mm 4 19-23mm 20.6mm 3 21-27mm 24mm 2 16-19mm 17.8mm 5 20-23mm 21.2mm 2
 basal width 16-22mm 20mm 4 15-19mm 17.7mm 3 16-23mm 19.5mm 2 12-15mm 13.7mm 3 18-20mm 18.9mm 2

 thickness

 face angle 90°-96° 92.4° 4 90°-93° 91° 3 93°-95° 94° 2 90°-99° 94° 5 89°-92° 90.8° 2
 basal ears none

 shallow (2)
 basal flat (2) lmm

 shapej flat [

 Meredith Cache, NH I Ponkapoag, MA I Isolated Finds I TOTALS

 length 107-113mm 110mm 2

 tediai width 24-25mm 24.5mm 2 20-26mm 23.3mm 3 15-29mm 22.4mm 6 21.8mm 27

 basal width 23-24mm 23.5mm 2 16-19mm 18mm 3 12-20mm 16.3mm 6

 thickness 4-5mm 4.5mm 2 5-llmm 6mm 3 5-10mm 6.4mm 5 6.4mm

 face angle 91°-93° 92° 2 93°-95° 94.3° 3 91°-94.5° 92.5° 6 92.7° 27
 basal ean none

 shallow (5)
 basal flat (1) shallow flat (5) flat (18)
 shape convex (1) 2 l-3mm 1.7mm 3 convex (1)

 Table 11. Metric data on St. Anne-Varney points.
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